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Book launch of T. K. Sabapathy’s Writing the Modern: Selected Texts
on Art and Art History in Singapore, Malaysia, and Southeast Asia,
1973-2015 (Singapore Art Museum, 2018) at the Vargas Museum.
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To commemorate and to exhibit. These two desires send off
mixed signals of marking presence or sustaining the enterprise of
representation. The first tries to memorialize as if something were
a venerable object worthy of a canon. The other is to expose or to
excite, to render vulnerable the said canonical object. It is an object
that morphs into subjects in space and creates subjectivities in the
political encounter between persons and things. Such a procedure
aggravates when the object of the commemoration has been hewn by
an ideology of colonial origins and as a result, reinforces the lasting
legacy of mutating empires.
This is the dilemma of staging an exhibition to commemorate the
fiftieth year of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations, better
known as ASEAN. The ASEAN has, in fact, appreciably defined the
imagination of a region called Southeast Asia. The ASEAN is a way
of collecting geographies and histories geopolitically, as well as arthistorically, in which the formation of nation-states within a collective
anticipates, almost by default, the formation of art histories within the
region. This is the problematic of such an exhibition in relation to the
region and in the context of the geopoetic articulation of art in all its
modernist and contemporary instantiations.
Needless to say, the ASEAN, for good or for ill, has put together
the infrastructure for exhibitions and publications on Southeast
Asian art since its inception in the late sixties. This venture is largely
symmetrical with the geopolitical agenda of the organization: amity,
diversity, cooperation. Over the years, however, the regionalizing
initiative in the arts has been complicated by various interventions
into Southeast Asia. Germane are the endeavors of Dhaka, Fukuoka,
Brisbane, and Singapore to consolidate the region in more ample
ways through exhibitions and collection-building within an extensive
Asia and beyond. The proliferation of biennales and the establishment
of modern and contemporary art museums sharpen the contentions
over a region against a backdrop of exclusively national art histories,
which are in turn indebted to national identities. The emergence of a
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new critical art history reorganizes the historiography (and hence the
modernity) of the region, sometimes accounting for the era before
the rubric of art would take hold and its afterlife in the post-modern,
contemporary context. The “curatorial,” as a term more copious than
the “exhibitionary” and the “art historical,” has widened the field of
the region in terms of the production of art and its annotation. Finally,
the vertical transmission of the power of inclusion that ensconces
the doxa of Southeast Asia as a region has been reset by more
horizontal and lateral mechanisms of peer-to-peer interactions
and collaborations. In other words, our interest in the hereafter of
Southeast Asia as a Cold War cartography, or better still as a theater
of operations, dovetails with our interest in the energies that make
the region formative, even as its provisional forms are discernible and
sensitive to the urgencies of historical moments.
Just what is this unnerving identity anyway? Has there been an
assertion of a regional kunstwollen or a family of resemblances?
In 1984, the artist-curator from the Philippines, Raymundo Albano,
would take a stab in his essay on the pieces from the Philippines for
the Third ASEAN Exhibition of Painting and Photography. According
to him:
There are four aspects that characterize much of ASEAN art. First, there is a
regional manifestation within the country itself. The use of plant sap, dry twigs,
objects found in the provinces is meant to express local color. Second, the strong
influence of the oriental language is there. Artists have been trying to make use
of Chinese painting techniques along western lines. Third, there is a manifest
indebtedness to academic procedures in the use of abstraction and materials, and
a compelling drive to individualize technique. Fourth, artists resort to folk mythology,
local manipulation of materials to achieve dynamic surfaces, history, and tradition to
invent their own. Literary images bring forth a visual sense of cultural identity.1
1 Raymundo Albano, “Introduction to

the Philippine Entries” in Raymundo
Albano: Texts (Quezon City: Philippine
Contemporary Art Network and Vargas
Museum, 2017), 21.

TOP: Ties of History advisor Khim Ong in conversation
with artists Savanhdary Vongpoothorn and Min Thein
Sung at the Metropolitan Museum of Manila;
MIDDLE: Vuth Lyno discussing his works included in the
exhibition at the Metropolitan Museum of Manila;
BOTTOM: T. K. Sabapathy reading Raymundo Albano at
the launch of his book Writing the Modern.
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Albano here does not elide the strata of possible mediations from
within and outside in his search for the ASEAN commons. In the
process of these identifications (not essentializations), he dismantles
an irresistible homogeneity and restores a difficult differentiation
that rests not on a systemzatization of traits but rather on aspects of
“conceptualization and methodology.”2
How do we move forward from Albano? How do we not repeat the
rituals that perform an impossible ideal?
Exhibitions that make an effort to gather the artists of a complex

2 Ibid.

Artist talk and conversation with the curator,
Patrick D. Flores, at the Metropolitan
Museum of Manila.
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region of a previously vaster province require a great deal of
curatorial risk and the necessary resources and institutional support
so as to thoroughly think through them and finally to make them
happen. For the Philippine government, in collaboration with three
museums, to carry this out is some kind of an experiment that puts
to test a lot of things: the commitment of institutions, the existence
of spaces, the consciousness of the art world, the readiness of
professional expertise, and the intellectual framework within which
to make sense of art in Southeast Asia. The phrase “art in Southeast
Asia” seems to be an easy one. It is actually difficult. What does
it mean to locate art in Southeast Asia? Is Southeast Asia a mere
proscenium against which the narrative of art unfolds in the teleology
of the western aesthetic? When this art inhabits this place, what
happens to the art and what happens to the place? If art and
place are formative and not only final bodies of experience, “art
in Southeast Asia” becomes an exceptionally elusive claim as art
and place mediate each other in the process of emergence, in an
ontogenesis3 or a geontology.4
Ties of History, therefore, as an exhibition is a way to build up a
model in the country and in the region on how a local art ecology can
open up to a wider atmosphere and at the same time, deepen its lines
of affinities with the various forces that have shaped and continue to
shape it. As the curator of the exhibition, feeling that something like

3 See Brian Massumi, Parables for the

Virtual: Movement, Affect, Sensation
(Durham: Duke University Press,
2002).

4 See Elizabeth Povinelli, Geontologies:
A Requiem for Late Capitalism
(Durham: Duke University Press,
2016).
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this might not happen again, given the vagaries of state support in the
country, I intend to bring various interests together.
For instance, there is the interest in the survey of art in Southeast
Asia, a representation of the diverse expressions from the region.
Then, there is the interest in art history in which an exhibition of
contemporary art can be a conversation as well with the history
of modernism that is articulated across generations from the
seventies through the present. Finally, there is the interest in a
closer reading of artistic practice through an exhibition, not only
of singular and isolated works, but of constellations of works that
reveal the dimensions of creative tendencies in particular times
and places, across talents and traditions. As viewers navigate the
tricky traffic of Manila during the monsoon season, they also get to
appreciate the various phases of the arguments and the propositions
of artists in terms of medium, discourse, style, and beliefs of very
many kinds. As a curator, I try to present in the exhibition a range of
inclinations not only for the sake of variety and density, but perhaps
to cut against the grain of expectations of Southeast Asian art that
circulates globally. In doing so, this gesture can even lay bare the
difficulty of communicating local imaginations that may not survive
the translations of international contemporary art. In this regard,
the exhibition consists of existing and seminal works, site-specific
installations, reiterations of earlier productions, and new forms.
We of course all understand the difficulty of representing the
region as we know it in the context of the ASEAN, the orthodox
principle of organizing a universe of forests and islands in the
intuition of the Cold War. The difficulty lies not only in figuring out
this region in a constantly shifting world of migrants and species,
but also in figuring out what it means to represent in the first
place, to commemorate its aggregation not as a mere matter of
representation, but as a kinetic moment of re-presence and excitation. The artworks in the exhibition might, however, be able to
offer ways to address these productive anxieties. After all, art is

TOP: Curator Patrick D. Flores in conversation with artist
Roberto Feleo at the Yuchengco Museum;
MIDDLE: T. K. Sabapathy at the launch of his book;
BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Yuchengco Museum’s
Administrator Dannie R. Alvarez, Metropolitan Museum
of Manila’s President Tina P. Colayco, Ties of History
advisor Grace Samboh, Sabapathy, and Flores.
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curated not to be represented but to find the condition in which to
play out and in fact trouble the very basis of how it is curated and
how the region of Southeast Asia has been conceived. These three
spaces—in the old city facing the fabled Manila Bay; in the central
business district; and in a university in a rainforest—round out as
well a changeling of a city in relation to a dispersed exhibition on a
region that has unfortunately hardened as ASEAN.
In revisiting the ASEAN, I re-read its founding declaration in 1967
and found the phrase “ties of history.” At first reading, it may sound

Works by Savanhdary Vongpoothorn, Do Hoang Tuong, and Anusapati at the Vargas Museum.

programmatic, almost a platitude to regional bonhomie. But upon
further probing, it may allude to the blessings and burdens of
being together and being different in a region that is thought to
be shared. The works of the artists in the exhibition speak to this
complex and productive condition, as they express the discrepant
ways by which the various strands of subjectivity as citizen-artists
weave and unravel in the project of making selves in particular
places, making nations in an international world, and making regions
across the aforementioned forests and islands in the propositions
of contemporary art. The Philippines chaired the 50th year of the
ASEAN in 2017. Taken as a community, the ASEAN is the world’s
fifth largest economy.
The artists of the exhibition are: Anusapati (Indonesia, b. 1957);
Chris Chong Chan Fui (Malaysia, b. 1972); Roberto Feleo
(Philippines, b. 1954); Amanda Heng (Singapore, b. 1951); Yasmin
Jaidin (Brunei, b. 1987); Min Thein Sung (Myanmar, b. 1978);
Jedsada Tangtrakulwong (Thailand, b. 1972); Do Hoang Tuong
(Vietnam, b. 1960); Savanhdary Vongpoothorn (Laos, b. 1971); and,
Vuth Lyno (Cambodia, b. 1982).
As the artists configure the creative ecology of the region today, so
do they scan the contours of art history from the seventies to the
present. They reference specific moments of articulating this history
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Works by Yasmin Jaidin and Savanhdary
Vongpoothorn at the Yuchengco Museum.
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through thoughtful reflections on cosmology, gender, memory,
migration, nature, war, and everyday life. It is imperative to spend
time sorting out the generational complex within which these artists
assert themselves. It permits us to historicize: the creative formation
of artists; their responses to the obligations of both identity and
subjectivity; the modes by which they expose their bodies to political
critique and the habitation of others; the modalities of their form in
relation to a preconceived tradition, ranging from the artisanal to
the art-school; and, the means by which they crack the codes of
the contemporary in the register of their material and the world that
offers sovereignties and collective action. How can they overcome
the attractive choices held out by liberal desires, those that underlie
the governments—the states—of region?
The exhibition is a survey of contemporary art and a diligent study
of artistic life. It selects three sets of practices from each artist
in the effort to coordinate endeavors in the field, and not merely
to condense random specimens from both art history and the
art market. It tries to dwell on the sensitive process of artistic
transformation and maturity and it affirms artistic practice to be not
fully formed but rather to stem from situations of constant forming.
Ties of History presents the works of these artists in three spaces
in Manila: the Metropolitan Museum of Manila, the Yuchengco
Museum, and the University of the Philippines Vargas Museum.
This spread of the works across a sprawling and dense metropolis
enables the exhibition to be more attentive to the concerns of each
artist and to appreciate different relationships among forms in the
diverse settings of a modern and contemporary art museum, a
corporate museum, and a university museum, respectively. These
forms play out within a dynamic spectrum: painting and sculpture
informed by academic formation and popular culture; installation
from idiosyncratic materials like sawdust and fabric; perforated
canvas; video and performance; photography; drawing; and sound
scape. They materialize through research, activism, cultural work,
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TOP: Works by Roberto Feleo at the
Metropolitan Museum of Manila;
BOTTOM: Works by Do Hoang Tuong at the
Vargas Museum.
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and intense translations of knowledge and experiment in a region
built on the so-called great traditions of China and India, successive
colonialisms, and hectic traffic of species and commodities. One
might sketch out Southeast Asia as located east of India, south of
China, and north of Australia and keep it stable that way, only that
it is surrounded by intractable water, with its catastrophes and the
longue durée of nearly uneventful prevailing. The Pacific, the Indian
Ocean, the Sulu Zone, the South China Sea—the currents therein
push and pull the region beyond itself.
In this milieu, the Philippines as the locus of the exhibition may
seem eccentric, as it is not as prone to the capture of the exotic
“Southeast Asian” and is so decisively wrought by Spanish,
American, and Japanese colonialism. This non-alignment with
China and India makes the Philippines strongly posed to unhinge
the orientalist instinct and release it as exceptionally tropical, a
state of turning of earth from nature to nature. The other aspect of
this tropicality is, surely, the discourse in the Philippines, its long
engagement with historicization and critique. In this regard, the
remarks of T. K. Sabapathy on the last day of the exhibition, which
likewise launched his book, Writing the Modern, in Manila, are

5 T. K. Sabapathy, Writing the Modern
(Singapore: NUS Press, 2018).

instructive.5 One of the crucial years, it seems, was 1976 when an
effort to follow through initial research into the region was pursued.
According to him:

The visit to Manila in 1976 and to other cities in the region in that year and
subsequently were aimed also at preparing bibliographies, identifying texts for
reading and for recommending publications for library acquisitions. All of these
were new ventures. While libraries in institutions I studied collected publications
on Southeast Asian Hindu-Buddhist art—this was the art researched, written
and taught as art histories and I was schooled in them as an undergraduate
and graduate—the modern was unknown and bibliographically unregistered in
academe. Southeast Asian art beyond the fields of Buddhism and Brahmanism was
unlettered, unmapped.
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Among our anticipation was that Manila would yield writings on the modern in
art widely than in other locations in the region. The earliest and frequent library
acquisitions were from and of the Philippines.6
In Sabapathy’s recollection, Manila was thought to be in touch with
the modern and was perhaps less importuned by the civilizational
imperative, and lay beyond the ambit of Buddhism and Brahmanism.
There were publications that validated this impression of Manila as
being at home with the modern:
In that visit of 1976 I departed Manila with a copy each of Purita Kalaw-Ledesma’s
The Struggle for Philippine Art (published in 1974), Manuel D. Duldulao’s
Contemporary Philippine Art (published in 1972) and Alfredo Roces’ Amorsolo
(published in 1975). I have them until today. Purita Kalaw-Ledesma’s The Struggle
for Philippine Art is shelved beside Claire Holt’s Art in Indonesia: Continuities
and Change (published in 1967); the two are unrivalled markers of new terrain in
studies of art in the region.7
This problematic of the modern, the mode by which we are able to
speculate on a break from the past and the necessity of a selfconsciousness about being in the world and anticipating a future for
it, has preoccupied Sabapathy all these years. He, in fact, succinctly
historicizes this problematic, entwining it with the historicization of
the region:
The modern was encountered via colonial agencies and the sovereignty of Western
models; Southeast Asia as a recognizable entity was mapped by European/colonial
worldviews. Even so, claims of the modern and conceptions of a region were not
completely overwhelmed by colonial and Western ambitions and imprints to extents
that they appeared only as cast shadows or materialized solely as imitations of
their respective colonial/western paradigms. Representations of the modern, the
making of the region were fuelled by other forces and shaped by other histories
and imaginations. Interpretive codes in art are gradually developed by attending to
languages and conventions particular to locations in the region while also dealing
with the demands and aura of Western art historiography.8

TOP: Roberto Feleo in his artist talk at the
Yuchengco Museum;
MIDDLE: Artist Savanhdary Vongpoothorn
and art historian and critic Clare Veal at the
Metropolitan Museum of Manila;
BOTTOM: T. K. Sabapathy signing a copy of
his book.

2

6 T. K. Sabapathy, “Introduction to the

book Writing the Modern” (lecture,
Writing the Modern book launch, Vargas
Museum, Manila, 4 October 2018).

7 Ibid.
8 T. K. Sabapathy, “Thinking on the

Contemporary in Southeast Asian
Art (Exhibitions) Historically”
(keynote address, SUNSHOWER:
Contemporary Art from Southeast Asia
1980s to Now symposium, The National
Art Center, Tokyo, 8 July 2017).
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This event of ex-posing and ex-citing meaning from, let us say, a
figure or a script is the consequence of the exhibitionary project. It
frustrates the idealization of identity and derails the trajectory of selfconsciousness. In Ties of History, the material of the region moves
between and among: cloth; the conversation; particles; traces of
previous solidities; and, motion.
The mythology of identity tends to advance and recede in the
patterns of Amanda Heng’s Singapore Airlines female flight
attendant’s attire, as she mimics its signature stance and invests
it with the vicissitudes of what may well be heritage sites. The
politics of the habit becomes more vivid when the ornament of the
dress, which references the airplane as a flag carrier and a sign of

Works by Amanda Heng at the Yuchengco Museum.

Exhibitions inevitably deconstruct objects to disclose their materiality.

Writing the Modern book launch at the Vargas Museum.

2
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industrial progress, transfigures into a military camouflage to evoke
the pressures of regimen and its concomitant violence. The seeming
flimsiness of cloth further manifests in Min Thein Sung’s giant gun,
an intriguing hint of a childhood at a time when the making of toys
was in the hands of children and long before the importation of
synthetic foreign playthings. The way it is suspended inside a tent
may suggest a makeshift abode, but it may also bring to light the
climate of brutality, whether internalized or ubiquitous or suppressed.
Savanhdary Vongpoothorn’s woven paper is at once fabric and epic,
the foundational basis of narrative and a cognate of the flows of
rivers in the region.
Intersubjectivity is a necessary ground for political work to transpire.
The effort of Heng to be in intimate dialogue with her mother is
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exemplary. This impulse ultimately ripples through textual or graphic
work that leads the viewer to the artist’s longstanding initiation of
walking forward and backward, alone and with others, without a
clear-cut itinerary and sometimes with a shoe between the lips. Here,
the body is not always at its prime; it may be ageing, and yet it is
still resisting fatigue. Vuth Lyno’s poignant video colloquy of three
Cambodian youths of African heritage feeds into the intersubjective
incident in which stories of emotional struggle with belonging
and dispossession ramify as heads and faces constantly turn to
the speaker. This shared history of stories and repeated glances
underlies as well the form of his installation of queer subjects who
paint their faces as expression of both being one’s self and being
with others.
The elements of nature permeate human history as may be gleaned
in how formidable trees are reduced to shadow in Jedsada
Tangtrakulwong’s hefty structure that threatens to fall to the floor of
the museum. This shadow is highly mediated by his encounter with a
tree’s odoriferous charisma, as well as its felling. Here, the “psychic
life of power” between landscape and human will complicate, the
idea of agency. Yasmin Jaidin’s explication of a disappearing land
mass translates into patches of soil on which grass and weed thrive:
this is an allegory of loss of country to imminent hegemonies but also
essential evidence of nature being claimed by human forces. Culture
in many ways tries to offer a defense against these forces. Jaidin’s
salt and lime on amber plates crystallize an animist cosmology in
which evil spirits are warded off by substances that may condense
as symptoms of culture and identity. Anusapati’s inverted trees, bare
and diminished, but shedding metallic leaves on the ground inflect
this sentiment. In another series, the artist achieves the potential of
the tree in an ambiguous wooden sculpture that is made to appear
metallic, or made to bear membrane as if it were a percussive
instrument and a source of sound in a country silenced by generals.
This being said, the particles of the earth may become image, a
conversion of properties that is diligently crafted by Roberto Feleo

Artist Min Thein Sung discussing his work
A Memory of Green as part of his talk at the
Metropolitan Museum of Manila.

2
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in the way he cobbles together pieces of wood to investigate the
layers of Philippine subjectivity, or how sawdust become figures of
spirituality and folklore. Chris Chong Chan Fui’s botanical drawings
of plastic flowers pierce the veneer of colonial documentation of flora
through painstaking drawing, confounding ideas about authenticity,
artistic skill, even mastery. While art may appear cogent as artifice,
its facture may be tenuous, but yet may pretend to coherence. How
Feleo refunctions sawdust to become figures in an ensemble that
he calls tau tao in reference to Southeast Asian ancestral statuary,
is exceptional. It challenges notions of the “sculpture” and the
“installation,” even as it exhibits the characteristics of these forms.
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These figures repurpose as well the colonial icon or the religious
image; they allude to historical agents and mythological creatures.
Inevitably, landscapes are discerned in Feleo’s cosmology, which
may not be very far from the landscapes of Min Thein Sung who
deems them his free space, alongside the papier maché toilet that is
his private preserve.
In other words, the solid dissipates or frays or breaks up.
Tangtrakulwong’s reconfiguration of the map of Southeast Asia
through carpet cutouts which easily topple, testifies to the instability
of both ground and figure. This is seen as well in his incision of
manga books to unveil haunting remnants of what may well be
high-rise apartments. The forlorn house of Vuth that valiantly resists
extinction amid the encroachments of industrialization demonstrates
at once fragility and survival in light of the attrition of tradition
and its consequent invention as identity. Even the painting of Do
Hoang Tuong tends to wash away, with oil overcoming its luster
and opacity, turning into aqueous substances that cannot hold the
stature of politicians in Vietnam, the iconography of historical figures
and events, and the conceit of the human in the face of the animal.
Oil turns to vapor, or haze, very faint impressions of historical event
and personages in power.
Such dissipation is part of the life of motion. In Chong’s video,
the young boys in Aceh are taught how to swim after a tsunami
has ravaged their hometown. The pool is improvised from a water
tank of the United States Agency for International Development
(USAID). As the narratives stream from the voices of the subjects,
the camera lingers on the movement of the water. The artist’s
meditation on flowers blooming likewise dwells on the documentary
impulse, this time relating the first animation in British film history
with efflorescence. The condition of migrancy is at the heart
of Vongpoothorn’s conjuration of the Ramayana epic as fluidly
translated by Lao interlocutors. The river motif is present here, too,
as channel and device of telling tales. Min Thein Sung’s pinwheel is

3
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the dominant image of a video that revisits the pagoda festivals in
Myanmar, again an index of his childhood and psychedelic memory.
To commemorate and to exhibit. To remember and to display. With
these enactments of connecting again and making visible, Southeast
Asia loosens and detaches the barnacles of its geopolitical
impedimenta, undone by the equally fraught proposition of art.
The nation is undone, too, with the stitch of art in time disclosing
the seam between its province and its elsewhere. T. K. Sabapathy
is of the mind that “the region and the regional tended to be, in
9 Sabapathy, “Introduction to the book

Writing the Modern” (lecture, Writing
the Modern book launch, Vargas
Museum, Manila, 4 October 2018).

large measures, internalized, interwoven with the national.”9 Such
a tendency may have to be disrupted under the auspices of the
post-colonial contemporary. In many ways, the sensible life of
form or the creative discipline refuses to be mere functions of an a
priori, or a once-and-for-all region. Instead, it fulfills the promise of
true regionality, one that is contingent because it is fundamentally
grounded and aspires to a kind of becoming through the movement
of the body in time and space. Art then becomes a problematic,
the key moment that enables us to ask what it means to invoke the
region and to exist—to experience and to experiment—in its name.
The animate body of the work of art—the corpus—finally mediates the
lively entity that is Southeast Asia.

Patrick D. Flores is Professor of Art Studies at the Department of Art Studies
at the University of the Philippines, which he chaired from 1997 to 2003, and
Curator of the Vargas Museum in Manila. He is Artistic Director of Singapore
Biennale 2019.
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AMANDA HENG

Amanda Heng lives and works in Singapore.
She received a printmaking diploma from the
Lasalle College of the Arts in Singapore and a
Bachelor’s degree from the University of the Arts
London. Heng is one of the founding members of
the Singapore art collectives, The Artists Village
and WITAS (Women in the Arts, Singapore).
She received the prestigious Cultural Medallion
award in 2010. She curates and organizes art
events and fora, and has lectured at the Nanyang
Technological University (NTU), the National
Institute of Education (NIE), and the Lasalle
College of the Arts.
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Heng began her practice in the late 1980s, a germinal

initiatives, the airline asked French couturier Pierre Balmain

moment in Singapore art history that saw the stirrings of

to design their female cabin crew’s uniform. Balmain came

contemporary art, at which time she worked in performance,

up with a modernized kebaya; and the airline did a marketing

installation, and other multi-disciplinary projects. Her practice

campaign based on the image of an ideal Singapore girl with

grapples with tensions between and among cultural values,

a pleasant smile and a gentle and mysterious personality.

traditions, identity issues, and gender roles in the context of

Heng’s Singirl (2000-2011) responded to these concerns

the multi-cultural and fast-changing society of Singapore.

through a series of explorations on the intersection

Her recent work focuses on the anxieties of history, memory,

of the politics of gender and representation and the

communication, and human relationships in urban conditions

commodification of culture.

and the information economy.
Amanda Heng’s Singirl in Dresden (Biting the Hand)
Heng is one of the first artists in Singapore to investigate

(2000) is one of the first iterations in the Singirl series. In

gender subjectivity. Some of her works implicate what it

the performance, the artist, in a kebaya and her face painted

is like to be a woman artist in Singapore, as in the piece,

white, stages a tea drinking rendezvous right on the tram

Her Identity (1991), a postcard speaking to the personality

track. Complete with her own wooden table and wooden

a woman artist is thought to take. Dear Mother (2009), a

folding chairs and tea in thermoses, the setup holds up two

photographic and text installation, intimates a particular

trams, the drivers of which try to convince the artist and her

feminist kinship between Heng and her mother who tries her

companion to move some place else. Within this duration,

best to understand the way of life that Heng has chosen as

Heng’s tableau gathers its own public from the adjacent

an artist.

square and the passengers of the tram who were trying to
check on the commotion. After a few moments, the artist

In 1997, Heng was awarded a studio in Telak Kurau by the

moves her affair and continues to host. True to Heng’s

National Arts Council (NAC). She was the only woman artist

performances, Singirl in Dresden demonstrates the artist’s

given a studio by the NAC. When Heng confronted the NAC

interest in using ordinary situations to render complex ideas

about this, the NAC told her that there were no other women

of performance and the public, as this relationship is made to

artists of her caliber. Around the same time, performance art

respond to concerns of ethnicity and subjectivity.

was proscribed in Singapore following what was deemed an
indecent performance by Josef Ng in which the artist snipped

I Walked from the South to the North (2018) is based on a

his pubic hair in public. Walking the Stool (1999-2000) was

performance that involves walking. The act proceeds as an

Heng’s response to these events. As a performative gesture,

interpersonal and interrelational project, as Heng deliberately

Heng got a stool from her studio, attached a chain to it, and

does not get herself acquainted with the routes possible

walked around in her studio’s neighborhood and beyond with

to her beforehand, which leads her to ask other people for

the stool.

directions. The result is a participatory initiation that shapes
the trajectory of the performance.

The image of the Singapore girl was born of a marketing
strategy by Singapore Airlines. In one of its rebranding

3

I Walked from the South to the North (claps) and
I Walked from the South to the North (an hour a day)
Silkscreen print on paper
2018
(Yuchengco)
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Singirl Objects 1
Modified batik and military uniforms
2009-2011
(MET)

Singirl Objects 2
Modified batik and military uniforms
2009-2011
(MET)

3
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Singirl Objects 3
Modified batik and military uniforms
2009-2011
(MET)

4

Singirl Objects at the Metropolitan Museum of Manila.

1
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Dear Mother [detail]
2009

Dear Mother [detail]
2009

4
3
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Her Identity
Postcard
1991
(Yuchengco)

4

5
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Walking the Stool
Stool, digital video documentation of live performance
1999-2000
(Vargas)

4
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Singirl Revisits: Carnival Salon
Photograph
2011
(MET)

Singirl Revisits: Mama Store
Photograph
2011
(MET)

Singirl Revisits: Railway
Photograph
2011
(MET)

Singirl Revisits: Chinese Medical Shop
Photograph
2011
(MET)
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Singirl Revisits at the Metropolitan
Museum of Manila.

5

1
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Singirl in Dresden
Digital projection of performance
2000
(MET)

5
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ROBERTO FELEO

Roberto Feleo lives and works in Quezon City.
He received his Bachelor of Fine Arts degree
from the Philippine Women’s University (PWU)
in 1982 and studied Art History at the University
of the Philippines (UP). He became a fellow at
the Virginia Center for the Creative Arts in 1988.
He co-founded Pinta Nueve and became the
chief designer of the Comite de Festejos. He has
exhibited locally and internationally. Feleo is a
professor of visual arts at the College of Fine
Arts, UP Diliman. He has also served as a lecturer
at the School of Fine Arts and Design at the PWU
in Manila and at the Philippine High School for
the Arts in Makiling, Laguna.

TIES OF HISTORY

Feleo’s practice traverses mythic, folk, and colonial historical
imaginations and translates them into idiosyncratic image
making, with sawdust and glue as primary materials. Feleo’s
work is informed by a postcolonial disposition, reinscribing
the folk, the mythic, and the colonial in the idiom of
contemporary art. In Feleo’s works, these varied vernaculars
are imbued with allegory, fantasy, or mythic time that in their
persistence play out a critique of the supposely linear logic of
Western history and historical reckoning.
In his viriñas or glass cases, Feleo takes to the vitrine
as a device that enables him to refer to the bricolage of
Philippine culture. For him, the vitrine is an intermedium,
given to improvisation and accretion, such as engraving, that
sometimes embellishes the glass. It is also an exhibitionary
device and so, in a way, mimics the dioramic experience,
a museological stratagem that speaks of everyday life and
depicts the ethnographic.
Feleo’s sapin series challenges colonial sign systems that
permeate the discipline of easel painting. In these works,
Feleo layers plywood with sundry materials to enhance
the dimensions of painting, appropriating texture and
accumulation as counterpoints to the privileged technique
of perspective.

series, involving mythological and folk characters. From the
Babaylan to Pedro Almazan, King of Ilocos, Feleo conjures
personages as life-size sculptures that are brought to being
and inhabit the exhibition space.

Ang Dilubyo ng Bola [detail]
2012

Sculptures of sawdust and glue make up Feleo’s tau-tao

5
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Bukidnon Myth in the Eyes of a Tourist
Found objects, wood and bamboo installation
2008
(MET)

Magdalo Magdiwang
Acrylic on sawdust and white glue mix on modelled aluminum expander
2016
(MET)

5
9
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Bukidnon Creation Myth
Raw sawdust and glue mix on modelled aluminum expander, brass
2005
(MET)

Bakunawa ng Gabi
Glass, copper, ground eggshells on sawdust and glue mix, on cardboard and on cut and formed aluminum expander sheets
2002
(MET)

6
1
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Bakunawa ng Gabi [detail]
2002

6
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Malantik’s Pintado
Wood, paper doily
1980
(Yuchengco)

Hanggang Pier
Acrylic on canvas mounted on wood
1979
(Yuchengco)

6
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Deus et Patrius
Acrylic on wood
1979
(Yuchengco)

Kristong Patungong Banahaw
Acrylic on carved wood and canvas, found objects
1980
(Yuchengco)

6
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Retablo ng Pangkaraniwang Santo
Engraving on glass and copper, carved old wood, acrylic on carved and plain wood, found objects
1986
(Yuchengco)

Patricia
Acrylic on linen, white glue, canvas
1978
(Yuchengco)
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Pinteng
Wood
[Undated]
(Yuchengco)

Darna’s Fortress of Solitude
Acrylic on carved wood and plain wood, acrylic emulsion on textured glass
1987
(Vargas)

7
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Aklasang Basi
Acrylic on carved and painted wood
2006
(Yuchengco)
TIES OF HISTORY
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Diwatang Magbaba-ya
Erased poster color on wood, acrylic on glass, acrylic on sawdust and glue, lacquer on wood
1990
(Vargas)

Ang Pagsasalangit ng Sto. Pintado
Acrylic on wood
1988
(Vargas)
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Birhen ng Laoag
Acrylic on sawdust and white glue mix on modelled aluminum expander
2016
(MET)

Ayun!
Acrylic on sawdust and white glue mix on modelled aluminum expander
2017
(MET)

7
7
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Babaylan
Acrylic on sawdust and white glue mix on modelled aluminum expander
2016
(MET)

NEXT SPREAD:
Ang Dilubyo ng Bola
Sawdust and glue mix on expander, acrylic on sawdust and glue mix, found objects, acrylic on wood
2012
(Vargas)

Pedro Almazan, King of Ilocos
Acrylic on sawdust and white glue mix on modelled aluminum expander
2016
(MET)

7
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Sapin-sapin (cabinet)
Acrylic on wood
1979
(Vargas)

Meybuyan
Vitrina
2009
(Vargas)

8
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Tuglibong
Vitrina
2009
(Vargas)

Babaylan
Acrylic on ground eggshell
2016
(Vargas)

8
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Tree of Life
Acrylic on sawdust and white glue, engraving on beaten brass, found objects
2003
(Vargas)

Ang Kristong Peklatin
Acrylic on sawdust on wood carving
2009
(Vargas)

8
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Urna ng Unang Pagdating
Acrylic on glass and wood and sawdust and glue, beaten brass
1988
(Vargas)

Urna ng Ikalawang Pagdating
Acrylic on glass and wood and sawdust and glue, beaten brass
1988
(Vargas)

8
9
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ANUSAPATI

Anusapati was born in Surakarta, Central Java,
Indonesia and now lives and works in Yogyakarta.
He completed his studies at ASRI Yogyakarta in
1983, and at the School of Art and Design, Pratt
Institute, New York City in 1990. Currently, he is
a lecturer at the Faculty of Art, Indonesian Art
Institute (ISI) Yogyakarta. His works have been
exhibited in Indonesia, the United States, Europe,
Australia, and Japan and are part of institutional
collections, including those of: the Indonesian
National Gallery, Jakarta and the Langgeng
Gallery, Magelang in Indonesia; the Singapore Art
Museum, Singapore; the Queensland Art Gallery,
Brisbane, Australia; and, the City Government of
Kitamoto-Shi, Saitama-Ken, Japan.
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The artist works extensively with bamboo and wood
(particularly teak wood). The ecological in Anusapati’s
practice is neither mere metaphor nor metonym; it manifests
itself as technology and form. From sculptures to installations
and on to drawings, Anusapati employs aspects of trees
as material: wood, paper, charcoal. This concern has taken
Anusapati’s practice through ingenious itineraries, including
melding the unique characteristics of wood with the
materiality of metal and bronze.
In his sculptures, Anusapati explores the nature of his
material. The temperament is totemic, such as in My
House (1994) and Sound of Silence (1998); or otherwise
otherworldly, such as in The Birth #2 (2005), and the use
of reeds in Object #23 (2004). In these works, wood is
rendered most graceful, and here even bronze is given the
similitude of wood, as in A piece of memory (2012).
Plantscape (2017) is an installation of tree roots and silverplated leaves. The roots are of the Indian sandalwood tree,
which Anusapati bought from a foreclosed plantation near his
studio. The owner of the plantation was a supplier of resin;
the sole purchaser of his resin, he was forced to cut down
his trees so that he could sell the land. Here is an interfacing
of commerce and ecology that relates with the silver-plated
leaves as currency.
Shadow Series #12 (2017) and Rubber Plantation Series
#2 (2018) are two charcoal drawings of shadows of foliage.
Anusapati creates a series of drawings in which both material
support and visual discourse bring us back to trees as source
or origin.

Plantscape
Indian Sandalwood trees and silverplated leaves
2018
(MET)

and after being lied to by a company who promised to be

9
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Rubber Plantation Series #2
Charcoal on paper
2018
(Yuchengco)

Shadow Series #12
Charcoal on paper
2017
(Yuchengco)

9
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Shadow Series #12 [detail]
2017

9
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Sound of Silence
Wood, leather
1998
(Vargas)

Object #23
Teak wood, reeds
2004
(Vargas)

9
9
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My House (Rumahku)
Wood
1994
(Vargas)

0

My House (Rumahku) [detail]
1994

1
1
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A Piece of Memory
Bronze
2012
(Vargas)

1

0

3

Works by Anuspati at the Vargas Museum.
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The Birth #2
Wood
2005
(Vargas)

1
0
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Plantscape [detail]
2018

Plantscape [detail]
2018

1
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Plantscape
Indian Sandalwood trees and silverplated leaves
2018
(MET)
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BAD
ENGLISH:
CAN WE
REALLY BE
FRIENDS?
Grace Samboh
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BAD ENGLISH: CAN WE REALLY BE FRIENDS?

What can we say when we are faced with ceramic objects that have lost their functionalities and
were instead used to unravel issues in feminism?
How do we value a piece of textile cloth that is no longer made to be worn but rather as a result
of motif explorations?
—Anusapati, 2004.1

1 Anusapati, “Menimbang Paradoks

One would have assumed that knowing (wholeheartedly even) an

Kriya Kontemporer” (Recounting the
Paradox of Contemporary Craft),
Kompas, 3 October 2004.

artist’s curriculum vitae and artistic practice would have been enough
to know where s/he has been, what for, and why. Maybe one could
have even guessed or predicted where an artist would want to go
and why. But life as an artist can be pretty precarious. Where one has
been or goes next may not be where one truly wants to be.

2 Personal communication with

Anusapati and Le Thien Bao, 30
January 2019.

I myself have been a big follower of Anusapati’s practice, be it as
an artist, a caring lecturer, or an active co-founder of the Asosiasi
Pematung Indonesia (Indonesia’s Sculptor Association). Yet, only very

3 Anusapati’s nickname is Ninus; and
‘Pak’ is a prefix used in Indonesian
language for older man.

recently have I learned that he had been in Hanoi for an art-related
event.2 We got to this conversation simply because I was introducing
Pak Ninus3 to Le Thien Bao (b. 1991), a curator from Saigon. Pak
Ninus said that I could not have known since it was a trip that he
took as one of the finalists for the Philip Morris ASEAN Art Award in
1998.4 Had Anusapati won that award, we would have known this
journey as the CVs of artists only allow access to the successful part
of their careers.

4 The Association of Southeast

Asian Nations (ASEAN) has, since
1967, maintained a cultural section
(ASEAN Committee on Culture and
Information), which, among other
initiatives, has encouraged the
aesthetic development and expression
of a Southeast Asian regional identity,
especially through ASEAN-endorsed
art expositions. Moreover, since
1994, the Philip Morris Group of
Companies sponsored the ASEAN
Art Awards annually, providing an
instance of the role of art not only
in assisting multinational business
interests but also demonstrating how
art may be used as a form of extranational, regional cultural legitimation.
Caroline Turner, “Art and Social
Change” in Art and Social Change:
Contemporary Art in Asia and the
Pacific, ed. Caroline Turner, footnote
no. 47 (Australian National University:
Pandanus Books, 2005), 251.

1

1

3

In another instance, I learnt that Pak Ninus was supposed to be one
of the three artists from Indonesia who participated in either the
22nd Sao Paulo Biennial or the 5th Havana Biennial, both held in
1994, because he was one the winners of the Jakarta Biennale IX
1993, along with Semsar Siahaan (1952-2005) and Andar Manik
(b. 1959). The prize was supposed to be the inclusion of their works
in either one or both of the biennials in Latin America. Ever since its
inception in 1974, the Biennale had another dimension in which it
is, at the same time, a competition. There have always been winners
in every Biennale. I could not confirm this with Semsar, but I did
ask Andar Manik and Pak Ninus about it. Both of them said that
they had received some money as a reward, but the trip never took
5 Personal communication with

Anusapati, 4 November 2018.

6 Personal communication with Andar
Manik, 4 November 2018.

place.5 Andar Manik remembered that there was a plan to send them
to either of the biennials, but could not really be sure why it was
canceled. “I was too young to care,” he said.6
There were different speculations as to why these winners never
really went to either Sao Paulo or Havana. Some say that the trip did
not take place because Semsar Siahaan’s work did not gain favor

7 Yvonne Owens, “The Art of Living

Dangerously,” MONDAY Magazine,
July 2002, 104.

with the New Order regime.7 Others believed that they should have
at least been sent out there as observers (of the event), instead of
as participating artists.8 Had either of these trips pushed through,

8 Amanda K. Rath, “Contextualizing

‘Contemporary Art’: Propositions of
Critical Artistic Practice in Seni Rupa
Kontemporer Indonesia” (Ph.D. thesis.
Cornell University, 2011), 4–15.

it would have been yet another unrecognized journey of Pak Ninus,
though it would have been on behalf of his career. Winning the
Jakarta Biennale IX 1993 was never in the CV of Pak Ninus. I
assumed it was because he never really agreed with the competition
aspect of the biennale.

TIES OF HISTORY

BAD ENGLISH: CAN WE REALLY BE FRIENDS?

The first conversation, about Pak Ninus being in Hanoi, took place
because I was simply trying to connect him to Bao, a dear curator
friend who is currently building an archive9 of the Group of Ten, which
was established in 1989 and is now considered one of the early
collectives in the contemporary art practice of Vietnam. Pak Ninus
met one of the leading members of the group, Do Hoang Tuong
during the installation of this exhibition, Ties of History. They became
good friends and exchanged some materials of their earlier works.
Pak Ninus had just finished his solo exhibition in ROH Projects,
Jakarta, for which I was writing the catalogue. Tuong told Pak Ninus
that he had met me in Saigon through Bao. So, this conversation
between Bao and Pak Ninus took place because Bao had come to
Yogyakarta in order to fulfil this agenda of exchange.
Last year, I visited Saigon three times due to a curators’ exchange
program at The Factory Contemporary Art Center that resulted in
the exhibition, We’re in this together (2018). It would be easy to see
how Pak Ninus and Tuong met because they were both participating
artists of Ties of History. It would later be recorded in their CVs.
But, how Bao and I met would be another of these instances not
recorded in our CVs because the exchange program I was invited
to resulted in an exhibition that I co-curated with Bill Nguyen
instead of Bao. This is much like Pak Ninus’ supposed trip to
Latin America that I learned about from reading Semsar Siahaan’s
obituary by Yvonne Owens, and that triggered my curiosity about
the other winners from the same biennale.
Although directly addressing the residency extravaganza, we can
easily understand these questions below, as posed by curator
and researcher Brigitta Isabella in other art platforms, such as
exhibitions, conferences, seminars, et cetera.

9 Together with researcher Duong Manh
Hung, this new platform for research
and archival project, Sub-current, aims
to compile the flows that are not so
recognizable in the mainstream art
history of Vietnam.
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More and more often, our artists travel back and forth overseas within the
framework of art programs. This cannot be separated from the emergence of a
global art discourse that emerged at the end of the Cold War era…The ideal
global art, both in practice and discourse, is imagined to be a plurality of artistic
narratives from regions outside of the Western canon, and is expected to blur the
geographical boundaries of a culture…the global art discourse has often been hit
with criticism, because frequently what is finally created is just the aesthetics of a
homogenous cosmopolitan identity… Can the artist residency, which contributes to
the discourse of global art, also enable interventions and alternative narratives? Or
does it trap artists within a uniform artistic language?…Any choice cosmopolitan
vagabond artists make about state or institutional partners is always a choice
based on political affinity. What sort of internationalism do we imagine when we
travel?…Why and how do we travel? Pragmatic or political choices to undertake
a residency always come down to the ideology the cosmopolitan vagabond artist
believes in and practices.10
10 Brigitta Isabella, “Mobilitas

Gelandangan Kosmopolit dan Strategi
Kebudayaan Kita” (The Mobility of
Vagabond Artist and Our Strategy of
Culture, trans. Jorgen Doyle, ed. Sanne
Oorthuizen), (opening speech, “Artist
Job Fair,” Cemeti - Institute for Art
and Society, Yogyakarta, 7 December
2017).

All throughout the practice of Pak Ninus, the forms that appear in his
works tend to be minimalistic, as if there is very little craftsmanship
on the materials he finds and chooses to work with, mostly wood
and other things that come from trees or plants. Many of his
works would seem somewhat familiar, or as if they may have been
functional, yet rendered dysfunctional as they are presented as art,
as installation, and/or constellation of objects, if not sculptures. He
once said that many of his works were no longer putting forth the
ideas or concepts. In the recent Plantscape (2018), he utilizes the
trunks of trees on the brink of their death. Along with the roots, these
trunks were only treated minimally to be displayed on the ceiling of
exhibition space. Neither preservation nor conservation is part of his
way of thinking (and working). Nor is there any desire on his part
to present judgments, let alone accusations, on human behavior
towards woods and trees or nature in general. This time, the intention
is simply to present the reality of life’s cycle, where the unneeded
will be lost forever. There is no representational effort whatsoever

TIES OF HISTORY

Anusapati
Plantscape [detail]
2018

in this work. The Indian sandalwood is presented as it is, with the
leaves mummiﬁed. Yes, mummiﬁed through silver electroplating.10
Conversation (2002) is another example, one of the installations that
he exhibited in his solo exhibition at Cemeti Art House. It consists of
two rather long branches joined in a manner that seems to be pretty

10 Grace Samboh, “Perasaan-perasaan

yang dibangun oleh ingatan-ingatan”
(These feelings that are built by
memories) in the catalogue of
Anusapati’s solo exhibition Plantscape
held at ROH Projects, Jakarta, 2018.

effortless. Its twigs are woven into each other in the most natural
way one could ever imagine. There is a kind of empty shell among
the interwoven twigs. Titled I wish I belong here (2002), Pak Ninus
talked about the work this way: “I can imagine being in it. It must feel
pretty comfortable. Somewhat of a soft space.”11 When one looks
closely at this piece, one realizes that some twigs have been trimmed,

11 Hariadi Saptono, “’Conversation’

Anusapati: Bercakap-cakap dengan
ranting terbang” (‘Conversation’
Anusapati: Conversing with flying
twigs), Kompas, 12 October 2002.

1
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Anusapati
Plantscape [detail]
2018

cut, sanded, somewhat treated into appearing clean and safe so that
it triggers a comfortable feeling, not too neat that it would make one
think of hygiene, and normal, if not natural.
Through various different phases of his practice, such effort keeps
on appearing. And, again, the effect is simple: generating certain
feelings and/or experiences with and around these natural materials
that are on their way to being thrown away. An act that may be seen
as an homage to nature that subtly disturbs our conscience on how
we respect nature.

TIES OF HISTORY

Anusapati
I wish I belong here
2002
Courtesy of the artist and Cemeti — Institute
for Art & Society.
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Meanwhile Tuong’s works tend to obstruct our conscience in the
way that it did him when he painted the figures on his canvases.
He locates himself in the same realm as his audience, consciously
acknowledging the different timelines between the making and the
viewing of the work. He explained: “I wanted to create a character
who stared at the audience somewhat with anger. I wanted my
audience to be startled. I intended to render rough and untidy
women, shrunk ones. The audience would be startled when this
character stare back with a response: You also have your ugly side,
12 Postvidai’s interview with Do Hoang

Tuong, accessed 2 November 2018,
http://postvidai.com/do-hoang-tuong/.

don’t you?”12
The figures that appear on his canvases are not necessarily of anyone
in particular. They are recognizable features that would make us think
that they are humans. These figures that appear different, however,
are indeed of himself, rendered in uncomfortable poses in their own
private quarters. Tuong explained: “Their organs were anatomically
correct. Yet the whole structure was not right. It was structured
wrongly so their poses were impossible and unrealistic. For human
beings, hands and arms are very useful, but in these figures they were
blocked or omitted to represent their lack of power. I assigned poses
for these characters, but, in fact, it was more about me, thinking of

13 Ibid.

myself in such posing.”13 Tuong paints with the gaze of sneaking into
these private corners, as he expects the audience to also be looking
at the impossibly uncomfortable poses in what appears to be a rather
lonely personal space. Many of his works, throughout his practice,
constantly poke our conscience on how socio-political powers affect
our personal space and how we interact within society.
During a hot Salzburg summer, I received a message from Pak
Ninus saying that he had met and had been hanging out with Tuong
in Manila. It took me almost 24 hours to travel from Yogyakarta to
Salzburg. I was there for two weeks as I was asked to co-teach a
curatorial course with Ruth Noack. It was a beneficial yet rather funny
instance in which we agreed upon the teaching job so that we would
have a chance to catch up for a longer period of time. Had we met in

TIES OF HISTORY

Works by Do Hoang Tuong at the Yuchengco Museum.

international conferences or seminars, we would only have dinner or
coffee together at the most. So we agreed on working abroad which
would involve long and painful travel hours.
Coming back to one of Brigitta’s question: What sort of
internationalism do we imagine when we travel? Tuong had a good
response to this question. The next time I visited him in Saigon
after he had met Pak Ninus, he said, “Okay, next time you come,
come with Ninus and let’s do something here!”14 It felt pretty good
to hear such an invitation for several reasons. First, it comes out of
simple friendship. Second, because it had no strings nor deadlines
attached. And lastly, at least for now, because, even if we had to
communicate in broken English, it was not about the global or the
international. It was about meeting, being, and (to some extent)
working with the people whom you have developed a relationship

14 Personal communication with Do
Hoang Tuong, 19 August 2018.

15 Ibid.
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Studio of Do Hoang Tuong.
Image courtesy of Grace Samboh.

with, despite the frameworks, or necessities, that brought you
together in the first place. Let us close with a quote from Tuong:
The contemporary art world is written in English, and (it seems to be limited) for English speakers
only. But why do we have to agree to what it seems to be?15

Grace Samboh co-founded a research initiative, Hyphen —, with her best friends
Ratna Mufida and Pitra Hutomo to gather and spread further understandings of
art practices around them. At times, she curates art projects and/or archivaldriven exhibitions. She is also responsible for managing the programs of the
Equator Symposium (Yogyakarta Biennale Foundation) 2012-2022.
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ARTISTS
Do Hoang Tuong
Savanhdary Vongpoothorn
Chris Chong Chan Fui
Jedsada Tangtrakulwong
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DO HOANG TUONG

Do Hoang Tuong was born in Quang Nam in 1960
and then moved to Saigon in 1970. He currently
lives and works in Ho Chi Minh City. He attended
the Saigon College of Fine Art in 1976 and then
the Ho Chi Minh University of Fine Art in 1979.
His works have been presented in art fairs in
Singapore and Italy, and are represented in the
public collections of the Vietnam Museum of
Fine Arts, Hanoi, and the Ho Chi Minh City Fine
Arts Museum. He has exhibited his works locally
and internationally, the most recent of which was
Personal Structures at the European Cultural
Center and GAA Foundation, Venice, Italy, 2017.
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Tuong belongs to an influential generation of abstract painters active in the
South of Vietnam during the 1990s. His last exhibition of abstract paintings
was in 2000 and he is currently focused on figurative art. Tuong’s signature
figures are often stretched or contorted in torment, their legs in sexualized
pose with bodies in disproportion, as if they exist in a world spent of desire.
His figures often reflect his attitude about the individual in relation to the city.
Tuong’s paintings evoke figures subtly eroding to the ground, and gesture
towards an uncertainty in figuration. This subtle eroding may also be seen as a
slow fixing into view, as in the case of Two Dogs (2012), in which a figure of a
man, in its sheer luminosity, catches the eye, and upon further inspection two
dogs appear as though emerging through fog. In interrogating the capacity of
the eye to focus and the figure to fix, eyes fixate on the figures emerging, or in
another view, vanishing.
Another tendency may be seen in Untitled (Death of the VIP) (2016), wherein
a group of men in suits and ties congregate upon a figure lying down.
Whereas in Two Dogs, the haphazard gesture of the hand marks a tension
between figures emerging and vanishing, Untitled captures an almost elegiac
tone in the figures’ disfiguration, with men almost melting, their forms gently
losing integrity.
These tendencies find a counterpoint in Untitled (Landscape with bomb)
(2016). Whereas the two tendencies identified center on figures forming,
gently emerging, or subtly eroding, the night sky is clear in Untitled, the
buildings sound in their structure. The smoke rising out of catastrophe is easily
distinguishable and recognizable. In the work, the smoke is almost arboreal;
what seems to be a flash of light after an explosion is painted like it is light
coming from a tree house. In the case of Untitled, the impulse is sure, and the
figurative is finely played out.
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2

Flower Head (1-3) at the Metropolitan Museum of Manila.
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Two Dogs
Acrylic and oil on canvas
2012
(Yuchengco)
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Untitled
Acrylic on canvas
2016
(Vargas)

Portrait
Acrylic on canvas
2016
(Vargas)
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Untitled
Acrylic on canvas
2016
(Vargas)

Untitled
Acrylic on canvas
2016
(Vargas)
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Man Lying
Acrylic and oil on canvas
2014
(Yuchengco)

The Dog (Man and Dog)
Acrylic on canvas
2012
(Yuchengco)
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Untitled
Acrylic, image transfer on canvas
2016
(MET)
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Untitled [detail]
2016
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Untitled [detail]
2016

Untitled [detail]
2016
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Flower Head 3
Acrylic on canvas
2016
(MET)

Flower Head 2
Acrylic on canvas
2016
(MET)
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Flower Head 1
Acrylic on canvas
2016
(MET)

Evening News
Oil on canvas
2018
(MET)
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Untitled
Acrylic on canvas
2016
(MET)
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Works by Do Hoang Tuong at the Metropolitan Museum of Manila.
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SAVANHDARY VONGPOOTHORN

Born in Laos in 1971, Savanhdary Vongpoothorn
emigrated to Australia in 1979. She completed
a Bachelor of Visual Arts at the University of
Western Sydney and a Master of Fine Arts at
the University of New South Wales (COFA). She
now lives and works in Canberra, Australia.
Vongpoothorn has participated in numerous
residencies, both in Australia and overseas,
including in India, Japan, Laos, Scotland,
Singapore, and Vietnam. In 2006, she was
commissioned to create a new major work for
Zones of Contact, the 15th Biennale of Sydney.
She was a finalist for the 2016 Sir John Sulman
Prize and in the 1998 Moet & Chandon Art
Prize. Her work is part of important institutional
collections such as those in: the National Gallery
of Australia, Canberra; the Queensland Art
Gallery/GOMA, Brisbane; and, the World Bank,
New York, to name a few.
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Vongpoothorn is known for interweaving Lao cultural references with
Australian and other cultural influences as part of her experience and exposure
to Lao cultural, familial, and religious worlds in both Laos and Australia.
Naga Cities (2016) speaks to the cultural importance of the Mekong River. As
Vongpoothorn narrates: “For the Lao people, the Mekong River is more than
just a body of water: it is a life force and home to the Naga, the river dragon or
serpent that protects the Naga Cities of Luang Prabang and Vientiane.” The
work, using rice paper and fabric scrolls, signifies the life-giving form of water
vis-à-vis the sprawling serpent.
Rama was a Migrant (2015-2016) is inspired by Rama Jataka, the Lao
retelling of the Hindu epic Ramayana. In this work, Vongpoothorn employs
a technique of weaving she learned from a renowned bamboo craftsman
when she lived in Vietnam. In it is the painted image of Rama and Lakshmana
sitting on their flying horse, Manikap. According to Vongpoothorn: “This image
depicts the journey of the two brothers along the axis of the Mekong River,
from Vientiane in the north to Cambodia in the south, to rescue their sister
Santa, who was kidnapped by their cousin Ravana. I framed the spiritual
figures and the mythical horses in the symbolic water of the Naga, which
refers to the Laotian stretch of the Mekong River.”
In Vongpoothorn’s Bhud (2017) series, she explores the language and
mark-making behind Theravada Buddhism, known as Pali. The black

with which she works reference the tactility of the practice of weaving. In
Vongpoothorn, this becomes a grafting of a dimension deemed “traditional”
onto a contemporary world-making that, as she explains, “come[s] from
my experience of living and breathing in Lao cultural, family, and religious
worlds, both in Laos and Australia.”

Page 152-153:
Naga Cities (II)
Acrylic on rice paper and fabric scrolls
2016
(Vargas)

meaning “Buddha protect you.” The perforations that mark the canvas

Page 150-151:
Naga Cities (I)
Acrylic on rice paper and fabric scrolls
2016
(Yuchengco)

exclamation-style mark is Pali script, repeating the saying “Amitabud,”

Naga Cities (II) [detail]
2016

1
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Bhud (I)
Acrylic on perforated canvas
2017
(Yuchengco)

Bhud (III)
Acrylic on perforated canvas
2017
(Yuchengco)

1
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5

Three Ways
Acrylic on perforated canvas
2008
(Vargas)
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Works by Savanhdary Vongpoothorn at the Vargas Museum.
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Rama was a Migrant I
Pigment and ink on woven mulberry paper
2015
(MET)
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Rama was a Migrant II
Pigment and ink on woven mulberry paper
2016
(MET)
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CHRIS CHONG CHAN FUI

Sabah-born Malaysian Chris Chong Chan Fui
questions and redirects how we work within
varying fields, such as economics and ecology.
Chong has exhibited his works at the Hirshhorn
Museum and Sculpture Garden (Smithsonian
Institution), Palais de Tokyo, EYE Film Institute
Netherlands, Austrian Museum of Applied Arts,
Museum of Canadian Contemporary Art, and
the Singapore Art Museum. His films have been
premiered at prestigious film festivals such as the
Cannes’ Directors’ Fortnight, Vienna, BFI London,
and Toronto’s Wavelengths. Chong was an artist
of the 2018 Gwangju Biennale and was awarded
the 2019 Bellagio Rockefeller Fellowship.
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Chong’s practice involves film and photography, from
digital documentary to feature film, to uncut, singular stream
of movements in hand-processed film, to stop-motion
installation. His filmic material encompasses a range that
includes studies of community life, ruminations on desire, and
the technology of moving images itself. In his photography,
he ponders questions of scientific knowledge and matters of
ecological concern.
Kolam (Pool) (2008) is a short experimental documentary set
in the beachside village of Lampuuk, Aceh, Indonesia, where
some of the first waves of the 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake
and tsunami hit. It looks at the response of the aid industry
following the disaster in the form of the eponymous pool,
which is a makeshift water container; and how children of
Aceh are taught to swim again and face their fear of water,
the very same element that devastated their communities.
Botanic (2013) is a series of large-scale prints that presents
professionally rendered botanical illustrations of a common
mass-produced household plastic flower. In this series,
Chong flirts with “an initial romanticism of nature” simulated
by a borrowing of botanical vocabulary, only for viewers to
be “embarrassed by plasticity”—both of nature’s and of the
botanical idiom’s, and by the plastic flower itself.
Percy’s Flowers (2017) is derived from Chong’s upcoming
stop-motion installation, The Death of a Flower, which is
based on the first British time-lapse animation, The Birth of a
Flower (1910) by Percy Smith. It features diptychs of three
flowers: bromeliad, hibiscus, and lily.
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Botanic at the Metropolitan Museum of Manila.
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Botanic
PIT#1 Hibiscus Rosa Sinensis (Bunga Raya)
Digital print on paper
2013
(MET)

Botanic
PIT#9 Dendrobium (Orchid)
Digital print on paper
2013
(MET)

1
6
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Botanic
PIT#17 Strelitzia (Bird of Paradise)
Digital print on paper
2013
(MET)

Botanic
PIT#19 Ophrys Sphegodes (Spider Orchid)
Digital print on paper
2013
(MET)
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Botanic
PIT#12 Bromelia Tilandsia (Bromelia Pineapple Flower)
Digital print on paper
2013
(MET)

Botanic
PIT#14 S Orientalis (Horsetail)
Digital print on paper
2013
(MET)

1
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Botanic
PIT#7 S Nymphoides Indica (Lotus)
Digital print on paper
2013
(MET)

Botanic
PIT#8 S Paeonia Lactiflora (Peony)
Digital print on paper
2013
(MET)
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Kolam/Pool [installation]
2008

Kolam/Pool
Digital video
2008
(Vargas)
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Percy’s Flowers at the Yuchengco Museum.
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Percy’s Flowers [Bromeliad]
Color photo prints, Giclee on Epson Premium
Photo Lustre
2018
(Yuchengco)

Percy’s Flowers [Bromeliad]
Color photo prints, Giclee on Epson Premium
Photo Lustre
2018
(Yuchengco)
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Percy’s Flowers [Lily]
Color photo prints, Giclee on Epson Premium
Photo Lustre
2018
(Yuchengco)

Percy’s Flowers [Lily]
Color photo prints, Giclee on Epson Premium
Photo Lustre
2018
(Yuchengco)
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Percy’s Flowers [Hibiscus]
Color photo prints, Giclee on Epson Premium
Photo Lustre
2018
(Yuchengco)

Percy’s Flowers [Hibiscus]
Color photo prints, Giclee on Epson Premium
Photo Lustre
2018
(Yuchengco)
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JEDSADA TANGTRAKULWONG

Jedsada Tangtrakulwong lives and works in
Chiang Mai, Thailand. He graduated from the
San Francisco Art Institute in California, and the
Slade School of Fine Art in London. His most
recent solo exhibitions include: Eclipse (2017),
H Gallery, Bangkok; Adjust (2016), La Chambre
Blanche, Quebec; and, Shatter (2014), H Gallery,
Chiang Mai. He has also been part of a number
of group exhibitions, which include: Monologue
Dialogue 4: Mysticism and Insecurity (2017),
The Koppel Project Baker Street, London;
Continuum: Acculturating (2016), The Art
Center, Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok; and,
Micro City Lab (2016), Indie Art Hall Gong and
Arko Art Center, Seoul. He was a recipient of the
Silpa Bhirasri Creativity Grant in 2012 and the
Asia Pacific Artist Fellowship Program in 2009
in Korea.
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Tangtrakulwong’s practice spans multi-scale site-specific

Border (2014) is an installation of hand-cut ribbed carpet,

installations that create new space, changing the latter by

cut into the shape of the provinces of Thailand, Myanmar,

integrating and foregrounding existing architectural structures

Cambodia, and the states of Malaysia. By reducing the

and cultivating new experiences of space in which viewers

geography into discrete shapes and island forms and

take part. Central to his process is a collaborative disposition

relocating them, Tangtrakulwong “eras[es] boundary lines.”

that is continually formed by whomever he is working with—be

The work is an interrogation of the ASEAN’s motto, “One

they technicians, engineers, fisherfolk, barbers, part-time

Vision, One Identity, One Community.” It performs the

workers, and even other artists. His works engage with the

blurring of the boundary lines between member states. In this

local life ways in Isan or Northern Thailand, where he has

work, Tangtrakulwong abstracts the geopolitical landscape

lived and worked for the last eight years. From 2014, he has

of Southeast Asia by shuffling its cartography, re- and

been thinking about his work in relation to ideas on ecology—

dislocating the region into an unpredictable archipelago.

reduce, reuse, recycle—as a framework of form and practice.
A multimedia installation, Downfall (2013) revolves around
Tangtrakulwong’s experience of seeing 16-year old
Praya Sattabun trees (also called Indian Devil or White
Cheesewood trees) being cut down because of their
overpowering odor that is most menacing during certain
months of the year. The installation is composed of: a 20feet sculpture of the fallen tree’s shadow; a video of the
cutting down of the trees; and, a collection of drawings and
photographs of big trees in Roi Et province.
In Deserted Buildings (2008), Tangtrakulwong works with
manga, or Japanese comics, to summon the specter of
deserted buildings. For this work, he removes images from
mangas, leaving only the negative space of the hollowed out
panels. He explains, “In general, we tend to look at the images
and read words from manga. The book has been viewed only
in pictures and words, not in the layout where a manga artist
designs and arranges (in addition to the narrative). Without
any characters or scenes in these manga, the books appear
to be deserted buildings.”
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Works by Jedsada Tangtrakulwong, Do Hoang Tuong, Roberto Feleo,
and Anusapati at the Metropolitan Museum of Manila.
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Deserted Buildings at the Yuchengco Museum.

Deserted Buildings [detail]
2008
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2014
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Border
Ribbed carpet
2014
(Vargas)
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Downfall
Metal and wood
2013
(MET)
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Downfall (Drawings) [installation]
2018
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Downfall (Cut Down Trees)
Digital video
2010/2012
(MET)

Dipterocarpus spp. and other trees in Roi-Et, Thailand
Archival pigment print on Hahnemühle photo rag fine art paper
2013
(MET)
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TIES OF HISTORY
Downfall (Indian Devil Trees at Mahasarakham University)
Video slide show
2010/2012
(MET)

Dipterocarpus spp. and other trees in Roi-Et, Thailand
(Dipterocarpus alatus)
2013
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—UNRAVELING
THE
TIES
OF
HISTORY
Loredana Pazzini-Paracciani

UNITY IN FRAGMENTATION—UNRAVELING THE TIES OF HISTORY

Imagine a geographical upheaval in Southeast Asia, in which national
boundaries vanish and the region ceases to be defined by colonial
outlines. Imagine the formation of individually independent land
areas, interspersed and disjointed from their colonial blueprints,
serendipitously forming allegiance with neighboring lands. Imagine
new territories, where one can just be, a place at once everywhere

I am grateful to Clare Veal for her
insightful comments on this essay. I am
also grateful to Patrick D. Flores for his
kind invitation to participate in this project.
Here, the artists are referred to by first
names, as is the convention in each
corresponding region of Southeast Asia,
otherwise, as they are more commonly
known.

and nowhere. Imagine a new geographical configuration with no
political agency, for no longer is there national identity. Now imagine
navigating these lands, feeling freer in a sense, without geographical
demarcations and with no passports to carry.

Aside from the photograph of
Jedsada Tangtrakulwong’s Border, all
photographs used in this essay are
courtesy of the author.

Set against this enigmatic scenario, the mixed-media installation
Border (2014) by artist Jedsada Tangtrakulwong greets the audience
in the main hall of the Vargas Museum, one of three venues in Manila
for the exhibition, Ties of History. Border uses ribbed carpet, the
commercial-quality type that is produced in bales for covering large
floor areas. The terracotta orange color of the carpet takes its cue
from the earth, the ground we stand on, to which the installation
directly refers. On the other hand, as Jedsada highlighted in our
recent conversation, at the time of producing the artwork, orange
was the only color available at the local market.1 Whatever the color,
it is only a marginal element in the concept of the installation, which
is an investigation into unity and fragmentation in the formation
of Southeast Asia as a region. To this end, the carpet is cut and
stacked, each stack representing random provinces extracted from
specific countries of the region we have come to know as Southeast
Asia, namely, Cambodia, Thailand, Myanmar, Laos, and Malaysia; and
whose names and colonial outlines Border dismantles.2 Displayed
randomly on the floor, unbound from their recognizable geographic
coordinates, the cut-out provinces form new tectonic arrangements
that invite the audience to carefully navigate around them in the
gallery space-turned-living map.

1 Jedsada Tangtrakulwong, conversation

with the author, August 2018 in
Manila, November 2018 in Chiang
Mai. In terms of locating him, and all
artists, geographically, a practice I am
trying to challenge in this essay, it may
be productive (or counterproductive,
depending on the vantage point) to
add that Jedsada in fact originates
from one of the countries now
deconstructed by the installation. He is
from Thailand.

2 This is on the basis of acknowledging

the appellation of Southeast Asia as
a geographical area after the Second
World War, and upholding the intention
of historians of Southeast Asia to
authenticate the region as a growing
field of inquiry. See Craig J. Reynolds,
“A New Look at Old Southeast Asia,”
The Journal of Asian Studies 54
(1995): 437.
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Jedsada Tangtrakulwong
Border
2014
TIES OF HISTORY
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In this perplexing geographical remapping of Southeast Asia,
the notions of totality and unity are challenged; yet they are also
celebrated as the installation thoughtfully considers the possibility of
“One Vision, One Identity, One Community,” the motto of ASEAN,
whose fiftieth anniversary is commemorated in Ties of History.

3

While gradually assimilating and coming to terms with Border’s
daring proposition of a new land formation, one cannot help but
wonder: Is unity beyond and without borders a realistic possibilty or
a dream of utopia, at once an idyllic place as well as a no-place?4
Border’s fragmented geography seems to suggest the latter, that of
Southeast Asia as a conceptual no-place, a locality that is defined
beyond colonial cartography, and that incorporates, in its haphazard

3 ASEAN art exhibitions first developed

in 1978, and continued through the
years in various permutations, mostly
based on national narratives that
have been subsequently reflected in
the curatorial practices. See Niranjan
Rajah, “Towards a Southeast Asian
Paradigm: From Distinct National
Modernisms to an Integrated Regional
Arena for Art,” 36 Ideas from Asia:
Contemporary South-East Asian Art
(exh. cat.) (Singapore: Singapore Art
Museum, 2002), 32. For a thoughtful
examination of previous ASEAN
exhibitions, see also Clare Veal,
“Weaving Ties and the Time of History,”
in this volume.

arrangement of provinces, experimental tropes of dislocation as if
an “explosion” has occurred, Jedsada suggests, where cultures and
nationalities are taken apart.5
Positioning Ties of History against the ASEAN proposition of unity

4 Coined by Sir Thomas More in his

book written in Latin Utopia, published
in 1516, the word “utopia” is derived
from the Greek root words ou and
topos, literally meaning “no place.” It is,
however, widely understood to refer to
a perfect, arguably imaginary, place.

across national boundaries, this essay argues for an alternative
reading of the principle of “oneness” by examining, through the
lens of contemporary art, the fragmentation of Southeast Asia
as a “heterogeneous locale,” Patrick D. Flores posits,6 in the
face of ethnic, cultural, and geographical differences. To do
7

so, this essay first considers how artistic practices, from within
Ties of History and beyond, may become productive turning
points where the geographical conventions of cartography are
challenged, while destabilizing the national narratives that shared
geographical coordinates imply. Second, it rethinks the mapping of
the Southeast Asian “geo-body,” a term borrowed from Thongchai
Winichakul’s insightful scholarship on the matter, by calling into
question the notions of belonging and national identity, compelled
by the inquisitive nature of works from Ties of History selected for
discussion.8 Ultimately, the objective of this essay is to offer glimpses
of a diverse understanding of a Southeast Asian notion of unity (in
fragmentation, we shall posit for now) that may lie, conceptually at
least, between the national, “arbitrarily and artificially created by a very

5 Jedsada Tangtrakulwong, op. cit.,
November 2018.

6 Patrick D. Flores, “The Long Take:

Passage As Form in the Philippine
Film,” Kritika Kultura 19 (2012):
70–80.

7 To reflect further on the limitations of

defining artists based on their national
belongings, see also Joan Kee,
“Introduction Contemporary Southeast
Asian Art: The Right Kind of Trouble,”
Third Text 25, no. 4 (July 2011):
371-381. Here, Kee also evaluates the
problematics in defining a Southeast
Asian contemporary art model due to
its overwhelming diversity.

8 To note that while Thongchai’s use

of the term “geo-body” is specifically
in relation to Thailand, he also
acknowledges the adoption of this
neologism in the discourse of “the
hegemony of modern geography”
worldwide. See Thongchai Winichakul,
Siam Mapped: A History of the GeoBody of a Nation (Honolulu: University
of Hawaii Press, 1994).

2
9 Part of Thongchai’s endeavor to define
the Thai nation is to investigate the
emergence of Thailand as a territorial
entity by examining the influence of
modern mapping techniques on Thai
conceptions of nationhood; hence his
definition of geography as “science”
and mapping as “technique.” Ibid., x.
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well known science, namely geography, and its prime technology of
knowing, mapping,” and the international.9

Unity in fragmentation: Looking at the map-border binary
How do we think in terms of aesthetics across borders, especially
in this time of entangling political and cultural identifications? Ties
of History, curated by Patrick D. Flores, embraces this challenge at
an important juncture that celebrates the founding of ASEAN, fifty
years after its inception in Bangkok. The exhibition, spread over three
10 Joan Kee argues for a definition of

Southeast Asian contemporary art that
exceeds large-scale conceptualization
of nation, class, ethnicity, and culture.
Kee, op. cit., 374.

locations in Manila, features ten artists from the ten ASEAN countries.
In size and outlook, one may say that Ties of History partakes of the
regional survey format, such as, for instance, the recent APT9 in
Brisbane. Increasingly so, the survey approach is inclined (or should

11 An interesting APT9 review elaborates

on this sense of regionalism away
from geographical boundaries. See
Gina Fairley, “Review: The 9th Asia
Pacific Triennial of Contemporary
Art, QAGOMA,” ArtsHub, accessed
17 December 2018, https://visual.
artshub.com.au/news-article/reviews/
visual-arts/gina-fairley/review-the-9thasia-pacific-triennial-of-contemporaryart-qagoma-256917?fbclid=IwAR2UC
geRlrvfvSt9AAwE82Rbxcj6ToGIO2QP
bXcs0qoplrOaVDPVP3fsE38.

be inclined) to shying away from confining artists of Southeast Asia
within rigid national framings, which have anyway often proved
inadequate in responding to the artists’ localities,10 to favor, instead,
a sense of communal interaction to grasp what this rapidly evolving
region means to its diverse population.11 However, the artists for Ties
of History are deliberately selected and presented because of and
not despite their nationalities. In so doing, the exhibition’s designation
of geography in honoring ASEAN’s aspiration of unity reinforces

12 In the curatorial statement for Ties of

History, Patrick D. Flores discusses
how this exhibition positions itself in
relation to survey projects, and places
emphasis on the individual practices
of the artists “in situations of constant
forming.” To this end, the curator
highlights the importance of observing
the art practice as an organic process,
regardless of the artist’s popularity or
geographic presence.

the exegesis of the “border,” leveraging on its very existence. On
the other hand, the same geographical grouping of ASEAN that is
considered in the exhibition challenges the border in its function
as cultural and sociopolitical divide. This is achieved not only by
emphasizing the subjectivity of artistic narrative, as the exhibition’s
statement indicates “a study of a particular practice,”12 but also by the
all-inclusive curatorial choice to collaborate with appointed advisors

13 Patrick D. Flores, email conversation

with the author. The advisors were
appointed by Flores from a diverse
group of curators and researchers, and
were selected for their expertise in the
region and in the effort to decentralize
the otherwise ASEAN bureaucratic
narratives.

on the selection of the artists eventually included in the exhibition.
Somewhat unprecedented in previous ASEAN exhibitions, this
transversal, as opposed to vertical, curatorial proposition has in itself
encouraged a vivacious convergence of viewpoints.13 In this context,
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the notion of the geopolitical border has come to function as the
critical point for cultural consideration.
Let us start by considering what a border is and how it is defined
by what it encloses. While in postcolonial literature on migration,
the paradigms of borders and diaspora “bleed into one another”14
and are somewhat complementary of each other, the concept of the
borderland, or the geopolitical divide between two sides of distinct
jurisdictions, generates cyclical tensions on a global scale.15 For this
purpose, geographical maps are drawn to proclaim hegemony over
territories, be it during times of war or peace. We are guided by the
cartographic coordinate system. But what if these maps were erased,
so to speak, and borders reimagined?16

14 James Clifford discusses the interdependency
of the notions of diaspora, mobility, and
border, in that displaced or otherwise
mobile individuals once separated from their
homelands with which they find themselves
increasingly in “border relation,” and to which
they travel, re-create new communities in
their host countries. See James Clifford,
“Diasporas,” Cultural Anthropology 9, no. 3
(1994): 303–5.

15 A case in point is, for example, the current

debate over the post-Brexit jurisdiction
of UK borders, and in particular the UK
legislation over the Irish borders. The
discussion on regaining control over UK
borders has been ongoing since June
2016. See HM Government, “The Brexit
Deal explained,” accessed 6 December
2018, https://brexitdealexplained.
campaign.gov.uk/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIoa_
ax4eL3wIVjOF3Ch3D9w9BEAAYASAAEg
LDX_D_BwE.

16 Here, with reference to Benedict Anderson’s

Departing from Jedsada’s investigation of the territorial subdivision
placed within colonial Southeast Asian historiography,17 the urgency
to challenge the map as an indisputable product of humankind is
a recurrent concern in contemporary art practices. This is visible
in artistic investigations at the transnational level, which share the

argument in Imagined Communities that the
actual notion of the nation is dismantled as a
social construct, the idea of the geopolitical
border is called into question. As he
indicates, nations are “limited” in their “finite,
if elastic boundaries, beyond which lie other
nations.” See Benedict Anderson, Imagined
communities: reflections on the origin and
spread of nationalism (London: Verso, 1991),
6–7.

communal intention to not only address issues of migration, mobility,
and displacement, but also unpack notions of political agency and
sovereignty. Of the latter, Alighiero Boetti’s (1940–1994) wellknown World Maps series is one fine example. From 1972 to his
death Boetti’s compulsive investigation of how boundaries between
nations developed and disappeared over time led him to produce
some 150 maps embroidered with the help of local artisans at
various locations in the Middle East, chiefly, Kabul, Afghanistan,
and Peshawar, Pakistan, where the artist resided at different times.
Each map in the series is different, reflecting countries and national
boundaries that existed at the time the map was produced, and
that are clearly visualized by Boetti’s use of the colors of national
flags, which are sketched out to cover the length of the country.
This cyclical approach to the map over a two-decade period lends
an almost archival component to the series. Thus while the maps

17 This is with reference to not only Western

colonial powers, but also from within Asia,
as T. K. Sabapathy argues in discussing
the emergence of Southeast Asian history
based on Ananda Coomaraswamy and
George Cœdès’ reference to India. See
T. K. Sabapathy, “Developing Regionalist
Perspectives in Southeast Asian Art
Historiography,” Contemporary Art in Asia: A
Critical Reader, eds., Benjamin Genocchio and
Melissa Chiu (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2011),
47–61.
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Alighiero Boetti
Mappa
Embroidery on canvas
1990
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Adytia Novali
IDENTIFYING SOUTH EAST ASIA: Borderless Humanity
Multiboard, plexiglass, automotive film, steel, LEDs, switches
2017
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differ from each other, what remains constant is the perpetual shift of
18 Alighiero Boetti being one of the

prominent members of Arte Povera,
his conceptual work has been the
subject of several worldwide surveys,
including the Tate Modern in 2012
and MoMA New York in 2013.
These comprehensive surveys have
featured several of his Maps works,
as they exemplify not only one of the
fundamental milestones in his practice,
“a fascination with geography and
the larger world beyond art,” but also
convey and compile the historical
narrative. See Holland Cotter, “The
World, Stitched and Patched,” The New
York Times, 28 June 2012, https://
www.nytimes.com/ 2012/06/29/arts/
design/ alighiero-boetti-retrospectiveat-museum-of-modern-art.html.

physical and political boundaries.18 Closer to home, in IDENTIFYING
SEA: Borderless Humanity (2017) by Aditya Novali (b. 1978),
recently featured at MAIIAM Contemporary Art Museum in Chiang
Mai, Thailand, the audience intervenes in what Thongchai defines
as the “science of geography” by manipulating the switches that
correspond to lights on the LED map of Southeast Asia. The act
of remapping borders by switching on or off particular lights that
outline countries and territories draws similarity to Border, as both
works explore the notions of unity and totality of Southeast Asia
as a region, which hinge on not only chaos and displacement, as
suggested in the works, but also their very definitions of the region.
In IDENTIFYING SEA the audience possesses the hegemonic hand
that defines the territories. In Tiffany Chung’s (b. 1969) cartographic
works which use maps to document migration, we observe fine
dotted lines on her canvases and papers, delineating the migratory
routes taken by refugees across the region, and worldwide, as the
result of displacements caused by humanitarian crises and war,
chiefly the Vietnam War, which rendered the artist herself a refugee.
It is the product of dedicated embroidery work; and, similar to
Boetti, it results in aesthetically compelling chronicles of change
and movement. Chung’s personal commitment to living history is
translated in the map-making, notably deployed not as a political tool
in the hands of the hegemony, but as an instrument in the hands of
the displaced, who are thus empowered to inflict on the map the
marks of their own history.
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Tiffany Chung
Reconstructing an exodus history—flight routes from camps and of ODP cases
Embroidery on fabric
2017
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Unraveling ties of history: Belonging and national identity
In Jedsada’s Border, as well as in the few other examples we have
observed so far (and the list could grow much longer), the mapborder binary evokes a sense of disenfranchisement. This is achieved
on the part of the artists by executing an unrestrained deconstruction
of the maps and a redrawing of history, which is combined with a
sense of empowerment led by an equally relentless investigation
of national identity and perceptions of belonging. Together, these
elements become the weight-bearing hinges upon which to rethink
the mapping of the Southeast Asian “geo-body.” This, I would argue,
is one of the main concerns carried through by Ties of History. It
is reflected in a number of works, namely, for instance: the video
work, 25 (2018), by Vuth Lyno at the Vargas Museum; Savanhdary
Vongpoothorn’s rice paper installations, Naga City I and Naga City
II, at the Yuchengco Museum and the Vargas Museum, respectively;
and the mixed-media installation, Another Realm (2013), by Min
Thein Sung at the Metropolitan Museum of Manila (MET). All of these
create a balanced unraveling of the curatorial narrative throughout the
three locations.
Lyno’s three-channel video installation, 25, strictly indicates
geography and jurisdiction; however, there is no visual reference
to cartography. The video shows two men and one woman in
conversation, each projected on separate screens. The wall-to-wall
positioning of the screens, at some distance from one another,
creates a sense of paused narrative among the three participants,
interjecting and turn-taking in the video, in what feels like a real-time,
19 During our conversation in Manila,

Lyno explained to me that after
meeting the three participants a
few years ago, he invited them to
participate in this interview, confident
they could engage with one another
in a somewhat spontaneous format,
based on their shared experiences,
that would go beyond marginalization
and social discrimination.

unstaged conversation.19 Yet, the installation’s layout also allows
for the viewers’ somewhat physical integration into the screen
conversation not so much as spectators, but more crucially as
participants. We learn that the three individuals in the video, despite
being of different ethnicities, share a common history as orphaned
children of the UNTAC (United Nations Transitional Authority in
Cambodia). In the video we observe the trio, of African descent in
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this case, not only debating their ethnic and national identities, but
also sharing touching personal stories, in what the artist defines as
“south-south relations,” referring to Cambodia and the Global South.
Contextually, UNTAC was an operation deployed in 1992 to oversee
restoration of civil rule in the aftermath of the withdrawal of all foreign
forces from Cambodia at the end of the Cambodian-Vietnamese
War. As part of the peacekeeping and relief assistance efforts of
UNTAC, an international contingent of military groups, civilians and
volunteers was relocated to Cambodia with the intent of assisting
with national reconciliation, by confiscating weapons, clearing mines
and resettling and repatriating refugees in preparation of the new
elections in May 1993. While UNTAC is considered one of the
most successful peacekeeping operations, it left a legacy of “both
blessings and anathemas.”20 From Lyno’s work, which focuses on
social impact, we learn that the AIDS incidence in Cambodia rose
exponentially, as did sex work and human trafficking that resulted
with the influx of UN personnel. As the UNTAC operation drew to
its end, countless children were abandoned or orphaned as a result
of the contingent returning to their home countries. These children,
now in their twenties, have been robbed of their identities twice
over, discriminated against in Cambodia because of their “non-local”
facial features, besides being precluded from the nationalities of their
foreign fathers. This state of non-belonging is sensitively conveyed
in Lyno’s artistic investigation in that 25 carefully considers what
lies between the interstices of ethnic and geographic differences, in
the prevailing national narratives that influence society as much as
cultural production.

20 For an overview of UNTAC 25 years

after its implementation, see Ney Sam
Ol, “The United Nations’ involvement in
Cambodia, 25 years on,” The Phnom
Penh Post, 21 October 2016, https://
www.phnompenhpost.com/opinion/
united-nations-involvement-cambodia25-years.
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Vuth Lyno
25
2018
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Min Thein Sung
Another Realm (Gun)
2012-2013
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Min Thein Sung’s work, Another Realm, helps us to remap the
spatiality of the Myanmar geo-body by somewhat bridging the
national and the international. Presented in various iterations, each
version varies from small objects to large-scale sculptures, taking
the shape of a toy gun in Ties of History. Instead of molded plastic,
this toy gun is made of white linen, literally connoting “soft power” by
subverting the cold and steely form of a real gun. Furthermore, the
dimensions of the toy gun are also exaggerated, occupying the entire
room where it is displayed, which is in turn covered in baby blue
fabric. In this way the larger-than-life fabric gun is enclosed in its softshell room, as if through this cocooning, it loses any reference to war
and violence, but instead acquires some semblance to the womb. At
the same time, suspended by strings, the sculpture seems stretched
in place, evoking a certain cruelty of a forced pose, like a puppet
hanging in midair. The impression of soundproofing through the
wall-to-wall lining, the palette of clinical colors (white and light blue),
and the unnatural dimensions and awkward positioning of the gun in
the room, all contribute to derail the audience’s visual connection of
21 In the oil painting, The Treachery

of Images, by surrealist painter
René Magritte, a pipe is pictured
accompanied by the text “Ceci n’est
pas une pipe” (This is not a pipe).
Michel Foucault elaborates on the
painting in his writing “Ceci n’est pas
une pipe” (1968) with reference to
the notions of representation in which
“the invisible is sometimes visible”
through its constitution of the thought
process of visible images. See Yoann
Hervey, “[Compte-rendu] «Ceci n’est
pas une pipe» de Michel Foucault,” 8
September 2015, https://yoannhervey.
com/2015/09/08/ceci-nest-pas-unarticle-a-propos-de-ceci-nest-pas-unepipe-de-michel-foucault/.

22 General Ne Win led the 1962

Burmese coup d’état that led to the
military rule and political enclosure of
the country for the next 26 years. In
the 1990s, Myanmar began to open
to the world, until the 2010-2015
political reform that saw Aung San
Suu Kyi leading the government as
State Counsellor. See BBC, “Myanmar
country profile,” accessed 3 December
2018, https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/
world-asia-pacific-12990563.

image and representation. In this case, it is an object shaped like a
gun and the sculpture that conjures the memory of a gun.
This paradox brings to mind René Magritte’s The Treachery of
Images (1929) and its investigation of representation and the notions
of truth and fiction.21 These are rendered extreme in Another Realm
as we realize that the sculpture is inspired by foreign toy guns
advertised on TV and in print at a time when Myanmar was suffering
totalitarian rule and restricted international trade and commercial
production.22 In other words, the artwork recalls an object, the toy
gun, that was never seen in the flesh in totalitarian Myanmar, when
its borders were closed to all things foreign, but where the foreign
was able to infiltrate, in another realm. The work not only offers a
reading of censorship under military rule as a paradoxically conducive
environment for creativity and imagination, in some cases at least,
but in reality also inverts political rhetoric, bypassing the very national
narratives of sovereignty and jurisdiction, and putting to question
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notions of belonging and identity. Incidentally, Myanmar entered
ASEAN in 1997.23 The same year also saw the annexation of Laos as
one of the ASEAN signatories.
Savanhdary Vongpoothorn is originally from Laos, but left with her

23 See Kavi Chongkittavorn, “Myanmar-

ASEAN ties at 20: still a work in
progress,” MyanmarTimes, 8 August
2017, https://www.mmtimes.com/
asean-focus/27161-myanmar-aseanties-at-20-still-a-work-in-progress.html.

family when she was still a child as the result of the Cold War and
forced displacement. Savanhdary is also from Australia, her country of
residence to which she moved in 1979. Her artistic body, interpreted
with reference to Thongchai’s “geo-body,” is at the intersection
between Lao tradition and Australian culture. This has led Savanhdary
to devise a practice that is able to cross boundaries, connecting
vernacular narratives to a concept-driven vocabulary. Naga Cities I
and II are centered on the mythology of the Naga, a Sanskrit word
for “serpent,” which is of cultural significance in South and Southeast
Asian religious traditions. Within Southeast Asia itself there are
numerous variations of the Naga mythology; however, the Naga is
generally recognized as a divine being depicted as a serpent-like
figure. A pan-Asian concept by definition, the Naga belongs to neither
one place nor culture, and its identity morphs according to legend.
The Naga exudes and promotes cultural cohesion at the same time,
by virtue of its uniqueness with each given variation, which bounds it
to a definitive national imaginary.24 The Naga in Lao tradition resides
along the Mekong riverbed, in proximity to Luang Prabang and
Vientiane, the Naga cities.
Savanhdary’s large works on paper, Naga Cities I and II, depict what
appears as Lao script, recounting the national epic Phra-Lak Phra-

24 Arkotong Longkumer, “‘As our

ancestors once lived’: Representation,
Performance, and Constructing a
National Culture amongst the Nagas
of India,” Himalaya 35, no. 1 (July
2015), https://digitalcommons.
macalester.edu/cgi/viewcontent.
cgi?referer=https://www.google.
com/&httpsredir=1&article=1
998&context=himalaya.

Lam adapted from the Ramayana in the 14th century. However, on
close inspection we realize that the script, written in acrylic paint, is
made of wavy orange lines which seemingly dance on the artwork’s
surface in a fluid manner that recalls how the Naga would quietly
move in the water. From my conversation with the artist I learned
that the script was handwritten on mounted rice paper scroll, which
she subsequently cut into strips and then wove.25 In so doing the
‘oneness’ of the original script, its very national connotation, is as

25 Savanhdary Vongpoothorn, email
conversation with the author,
December 2018.
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Savanhdary Vongpoothorn
Naga Cities (II)
2016
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much fragmented as the Southeast Asian geo-body of Jedsada’s
Border. That is, the function of both the script and the geo-body
as national signifier ceases to be visually recognizable. Yet, while
Savanhdary’s telling of the Naga legend, as well as Jedsada’s
remapping of the Southeast Asian region, have migrated, so to speak,
out of their allocated national coordinates, they have in fact remained
true to their ethos, if we were able to embrace oneness as the result
of diversity, and to see unity in fragmentation. In these terms it comes
indeed as a paradox that, while in the actual installations, Naga Cities
I and II, Border, 25, and Another Realm, geographical demarcations
do not exist anymore, there is the need, in framing the discourse
around Southeast Asia, to retrogress to the very geography that the
works are attempting to dispel.

2
26 David Teh, email conversation with

the author. To define the liminal
space between the national and the
international, however, not quite either
of them and to which relation to the
nation “is not reducible to its terms
or its logic,” see also David Teh, “The
Preternational: The SEA Contemporary
and What Haunts It,” Thai Art:
Currencies of the Contemporary
(Singapore: NUS Press, 2017)
173–75.

27 Ibid.
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I would like to conclude by mentioning David Teh’s neologism
“preternational.”26 The prefix “preter” implies something in addition,
or something different; the noun “nation” indicates a definitive
political state. The two terms combined seem to defy “a broader
rationalist episteme” in moving towards a non-Cartesian and
otherworldly dimension that goes beyond, outside, and within the
national and the international.27 Perhaps this is the direction we
should embrace when considering how fragmentation holds in
“One Vision, One Identity, One Community.” In fact, Ties of History

28 Patrick Flores, “The Artistic Province of
a Political Region,” in this volume, 21.

tells us so. While, as a whole, the exhibition retains the regional
construct of the survey format, and thus its gravitational center
on cartography and the geo-body as such, it also departs from
it, through a number of curatorial and conceptual strategies, to
investigate how artistic creativity channels the “situations of constant
forming,”28 a circumstance that impinges on art-making as much as
social development in a region perpetually changing. In this context,
geographical and cultural unity, or oneness, may just be found in the
interstices between the national and the international and away from
the mapped spatiality of geopolitical discourse.

Loredana Pazzini-Paracciani is an independent curator, writer, and lecturer
of Southeast Asian contemporary art. Complemented by continuous dialogue
with artists and art professionals, her research and curatorial practice
revolve around critical sociopolitical issues in Southeast Asia, advocating a
counter-hegemonic and non-Western-centric discourse. Loredana recently
curated Diaspora: Exit, Exile, Exodus of Southeast Asia (2018-2019)
at the MAIIAM Contemporary Art Museum, for which she also edited the
accompanying publication, a collection of essays that examines art and
society at the periphery.
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MIN THEIN SUNG

Min Thein Sung lives and works in Yangon and
Mawlamyine (Moulmein). His works have been
presented at the Yinchuan Biennale (2016), the
8th Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art
(2015), the 5th Fukuoka Asian Art Triennale
(2014), and La Biennale Arts Actuels Réunion
(2011). They are in the collections of the
Queensland Art Gallery and Gallery of Modern Art
and the Association Antigone (Réunion). During
his residency at the Nanyang Technological
University Centre for Contemporary Art (NTU CCA)
in Singapore in 2018, he worked on his ongoing
project Mr. Tailor Had a Dream Last Night.
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The artist works with and on motifs, media, and processes
inspired by quotidian life and his childhood in Myanmar. His
whimsical works mesh soft sculpture, photography, new
media, installation, and performance.
Min Thein Sung’s Another Realm (2013) is a series of
soft sculptures in linen. These sculptures are modeled
after handmade toys in circulation in Myanmar, which are
recreations of toys found in books and on television. He
revisits a specific period in the history of Myanmar when it
was closed to foreign trade and commercial mass production.
For the exhibit, he creates a giant linen gun.
Referencing another part of his childhood, Min Thein Sung’s
Memory of Green (2012) is a video of pagoda festivals that
he attended in his youth. At the foreground of the video is a
spinning pinwheel that recalls the festival’s lights, evoking a
child’s perception overwhelmed by such stimuli.
Working in a coffeeshop after graduating from university,
Min Thein Sung found himself stressed and spent from his
monotonous work schedule. The restroom proved to be his
place of respite. Restroom (2008-2010) is inspired by this
situation. In this work, he foregrounds the restroom as an
escape from the dreary labor conditions that he faced as a
worker, and the idea of an idyllic place for rest and recreation,
from beachfronts to parks to forests and meadows.

Restroom [detail]
2008-2010

2
2
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This page and preceding:
Restroom
Papier-mâché toilet, digital video, photographs on sintra board
2008-2010
(Yuchengco)
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Another Realm (Gun)
Cloth
2012-2013
(MET)
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A Memory of Green
Digital video (15 minutes)
2012
(Vargas)
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A Memory of Green [installation]
2012
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VUTH LYNO

Vuth Lyno is an artist, curator, and co-founding
artistic director of Sa Sa Art Projects, an artistrun space in Phnom Penh initiated by the Stiev
Selapak collective. Vuth holds a Master’s degree
in Art History from the State University of New
York, Binghamton, supported by a Fulbright
fellowship (2013–2015). Vuth’s recent exhibitions
include: the Biennale of Sydney (2018) with Sa Sa
Art Projects, the Art Gallery of New South Wales;
Unsettled Assignments (2017) in collaboration
with Sidd Perez, SIFA, Singapore; Public Spirits
(2016-17), CCA, Warsaw; and, South by Southeast
in Osage Gallery, Hong Kong (2015) and the
Guangdong Times Museum, Guangzhou (2016).
His most recent curatorial project, When the
River Reverses (2017), was presented at Sa Sa
Art Projects, Phnom Penh. His writings have been
published in journals, including Udaya: Journal
of Khmer Studies and Trans Asia Photography
Review, of which he is an editorial board member.
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Vuth’s artistic and curatorial practice is primarily participatory

the community. Apart from the community’s built environment,

in instinct, initiating collective learning and experimentation,

the cosmic worlding of the people in the community

and the sharing of multiple voices through exchanges. His

interested Vuth: “I was moved by the community’s deep

interest intersects micro-histories, histories of photography,

connection to Neak Ta, the omnipresent natural spirit that

notions of community, and production of social situations.

allows harmonious living with the river and forest.” In Rise and
Fall (2012), the soundscape of the riverscape at Kompong

Thoamada is a Khmer expression that means things are

Pluk can be heard—“layers of sounds from people’s everyday

normal, natural, and habitual. It speaks of the everyday and

lives with the water, fishing, storytelling, and the ceremonial

the commonplace. In Thoamada I and II, Vuth intervenes

practices for the river spirits.”

with common conceptions about queer agency and forms
of kinship by way of photography. For Thoamada I (2012),

25 (2018) is a project that Vuth has been working on and off

with the help of a professional facilitator, Vuth organized a

for the last couple of years concerning the legacy of the UN

workshop with men who have sex with men (MSM), who

peacekeeping project, United Nations Transitional Authority

shared their experiences with each other. The portraits taken

in Cambodia (UNTAC), 1991-1992. UNTAC was the largest

by Vuth are of the participants after they were asked to paint

UN peacekeeping project at that time and was praised as

their faces as an expression of their subjectivity.

one of the most successful in UN peacekeeping history. Vuth
narrates: “The project started from when I learned about

Thomada II (2012) is a photographic exploration of queer

biological children of UNTAC peacekeepers who now live

families, and how these queer kinships expand our ideas of

here in Cambodia. Many of these children do not have fathers

love and togetherness. Vuth took photos of queer individuals

as their fathers went back to their respective home countries.

in their everyday contexts. The photos are staged and styled

Several I met are of African descent.” For this iteration of

by the artist in collaboration with the subjects themselves.

the project, Vuth made a video conversation among three of

Vuth wants viewers to “see these portraits as common, like

the children, more or less 25 years after the peacekeeping

any other: they are all thoamada.”

missions of UNTAC, discussing and talking among
themselves their view and thoughts on UNTAC. For Vuth, the

Kompong Phluk (Siem Reap) is the name of a flooded forest

children are “the embodiment of south-south relations that

community by the Tonle Sap River. What interested Vuth in

was brought about through so-called peacekeeping, [but]

this community was its “modular and uniquely high stilted

through which so much violence took place.”

housing system that accommodates the natural annual
flooding in the rainy season.” As Vuth notes: “During the
2011 floods, Kompong Phluk suffered but was able to cope
with the ‘unnatural’ levels of flooding with better flexibility
than many surrounding communities.” This piqued Vuth’s
interest and made him decide to organize a residency with
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Works by Vuth Lyno at the Metropolitan Museum of Manila.
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Rise and Fall [detail]
2012

Rise and Fall
Metal, wood, sound
2012
(Yuchengco)
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Works by Vuth Lyno and Yasmin Jaidin at the Metropolitan Museum of Manila.
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Thoamada II
Photographs
2013
(MET)
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Thoamada II [detail]
2013
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YASMIN JAIDIN

Yasmin Jaidin is a contemporary artist currently
teaching art at the Maktab Duli Sixth Form Centre.
She obtained her Bachelor of Arts in Art Practice
from Goldsmiths, London and pursued her MA in
Fine Art at the Chelsea College, University of the
Arts London. She has participated in exhibitions
locally and internationally, the most recent of
which was Sunshower (2017) at the Mori Art
Museum in Tokyo, Japan.
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Jaidin works with seemingly mundane materials: salt,

entry points or each corner of the room.” In Jaidin’s view, this

sugar, grass. Her practice involves casting these materials

practice is still prevalent and renders “rather evident that the

into particularities of shape and volume, harnessing their

practice of ‘black magic,’ confused as ‘culture,’ is still very

discursive and sculptural potential into form and a certain

much alive.”

attractiveness to it. This results in a practice calibrated by
volatility of raw material and finessing by poetic gesture.

Jaidin’s Cotton Sculptures and A Collection of Personal
Items perform the “paradox of putting personal items on

In Field Series, soil is sculpture as much as it is two-

display yet denying the viewer knowledge of exactly what

dimensional surface brought to life by grass. The work

these items were by concealing them.” As she narrates:

remaps islands off Brunei coast—Pulau Siarau (Field 01)

“The form of each sculpture is based on various items found

Pulau Muara Besar (Field 02) and Pulau Sibungor (Field

around my house—some valuable and some items I would

03)—as installations of Bermuda grass and mounds of garden

deem ‘rubbish’ but have been kept for sentimental value.”

soil on the steps of the Vargas Museum. According to Jaidin:

The consequence surprised the artist, Jaidin explains, as

“Two islands, Pulau Siarau and Pulau Sibungor, are currently

“the original items which were once personal to me suddenly

inhabited and undeveloped whilst Pulau Muara Besar is a

became mere objects; this allowed me to let go of these

restricted industrial zone undertaken by a Chinese company,

materialistic items, no matter how important or emotionally

which currently runs an oil refinery on the island.” For Jaidin,

valuable they once were to me.” For both works, items were

the installation’s placement at the flight of stairs leading to

covered in cloth, recalling the Islamic burial process of

the museum’s entrance emulates the frivolities surrounding

wrapping the body in cloth. Some of these cotton sculptures

Pulau Muara Besar and its development. Yet, on the other

were then encased in sugar. As each sugar sculpture is also

hand, it is a living installation of grass that examplifies the

coated in resin “to defy the deterioration process,” so does

idea of growth. Within the duration of the exhibit, the mounds

it enact “a contradiction to the idea of death and decay.” As

of earth get covered by grass, and with the later weeds and

Jaidin explains: “In Islam we believe that this life is temporary

other growth, the proliferation of which is conditioned by the

and a test for our afterlife. Our conducts in this world will

museum’s own climate in a rainforest.

determine our fate in paradise.” As an extension of the
process of the cotton sculptures, the sugar sculptures speak

Salty Like It’s 1999 is based on “the contrast between

to life and the afterlife, particularly for Jaidin, as the sugar

customs and traditions practiced in our daily life, and the

sculptures trace “the distractions of Dunia (This World).”

nourishment of the daily practice of Islam in Brunei in recent
times.” It comprises plates filled with limes and Brunei sea
salt, produced from water that the artist personally sourced,
then processed. It speaks to “a practice of black magic of salt
and lime in bowls placed around the house to protect yourself
from evil spirits and that tend to be placed near window sills/

Cotton Sculpture [detail]
2018
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Salty Like It’s 1999
Brunei sea salt, lime, cloth, plate
2018
(Yuchengco)
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Above:
Field Series
Grass, installation, wooden frames
2018
(Vargas)
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Field Series [installation]
2018
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Cotton, found objects
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(MET)

Collection of Personal Items
Sugar, string, resin
2017
(MET)
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Weaving
Ties
and the
Time
of History
Clare Veal

WEAVING TIES AND THE TIME OF HISTORY

When the founding members of ASEAN signed the Treaty of Amity
and Cooperation in Southeast Asia in 1976, the phrase “existing ties

I would like to thank Loredana PazziniParacciani for her comments on an earlier
draft of this essay.

of history” was an endorsement of the organisation’s coherence in the
longue durée. From this perspective, ASEAN was the formalisation of
pre-existing relationships between its member nation-states—at that
time, the Philippines, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, and Thailand—
in response to the urgencies of the present.1 At this meeting,

1 On this question of time in relation

to the Treaty, see T. K. Sabapathy,
“Thoughts on an International
Exhibition on ASEAN Contemporary
Art [1999]” in Writing the Modern:
Selected Texts on Art & Art History
in Singapore, Malaysia & Southeast
Asia, 1973–2015, ed. by Ahmad
Mashadi et al. (Singapore: Singapore
Art Museum, 2018), 287–8.

“ASEAN scholars, writers, artists and mass media representatives”
were also called upon to “play an active role in fostering a sense
of regional identity and fellowship,” an imperative that resulted in
the 1978 establishment of the ASEAN Committee on Culture and
Information (COCI).2 It was this organisation that put together a
series of exhibitions known as the “ASEAN Mobile exhibitions,”

2

Ibid., 286.

3

Haryati Soebadio in ASEAN Painting
and Photography Exhibition (exh.
cat.) (Jakarta: ASEAN Committee on
Culture and Information, 1980), 3.

which first occurred in 1978 and continued in various incarnations
until their conclusion the mid-1990s. In apprehending the ways
in which participating artists in the Mobile exhibitions were called
upon to “open up new perspectives for closer cultural cooperation”
based on the “definite cultural links” existing since “olden times,” we
are confronted by an assertion of the “new” which finds its basis in
the “old.”3 Thus, in these previous exhibitions, the role that cultural
producers were expected to play was in line with ASEAN’s diplomatic
imperatives, deployed through a developmentalist rhetoric that found
integrity in historical continuity.
In navigating this terrain, my discussion of Ties of History recalls
these histories and historiographies to which it, and this text, are
inevitably (un)bound. On one level, this history compels us to start
anew by reading Ties of History against what might have been the
ASEAN Mobile exhibitions’ “failure” to realize their goal of convening
a “regional” artworld through aesthetic gestures at once shared
and nationally distinctive, responding to the present while being
historically continuous.4 Most immediately, we may distinguish
these prior exhibitions from Ties of History in terms of their
conceptualization of ‘ASEAN’ which, at the time, did not include Laos,
Cambodia, Myanmar, or Vietnam. And yet, a recognition of these

4 See T. K. Sabapathy, “Exhibitions

of Southeast Asian Modern/
Contemporary Art. Recollections
and Thoughts on Some Matters,”
(presentation, Second SAM Board
Retreat, Singapore, 13 September
2017). I am grateful to T. K. Sabapathy
for sharing this unpublished paper
with me. For a well-balanced critical
evaluation of these exhibitions, see
Michelle Antoinette, Reworlding
Art History: Encounters with
Contemporary Southeast Asian Art
after 1990 (Amsterdam, New York:
Rodopi, 2014), 105–7.

2
6 T. K. Sabapathy has drawn attention

to this series of new beginnings by
referencing the ASEAN exhibitions
that preceded the Mobile exhibitions.
As he states, “The first ASEAN show
in 1968 died at birth. Another was
born in 1972 and expired soon after.
There was another birth in 1974,
which endured and was consolidated
as the ASEAN Mobile Exhibition in
1978.” See Sabapathy, “Exhibitions
of Southeast Asian Modern/
Contemporary Art: Recollections and
Thoughts on Some Matters.” I also
note here that the exhibition “began”
again once the format was changed to
include “children’s art” in 1990.

7
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exhibitions, even in a negative way, also belies a kind of continuity,
if only in the sense that each format of the ASEAN exhibitions was
understood as a “new beginning.”6 To struggle against these knots
only makes them tighter, but perhaps in a manner that is not wholly
negative. I note here that even in the original declaration, the question
of “ties” was never articulated in the singular. Indeed, we might take
this pluralized process of knotting as analogous to a type of weaving
known as ikat, which exists across and beyond Southeast Asia.7
Ikat are textiles produced through a process of binding groups of

7 In addition to much of Southeast

Asia, ikat techniques are found in
India, Central Asia, Japan, Africa, and
Latin America. My use of ikat as a
methodological model for this paper
draws from Elsa Barkley Brown’s use
of African-American women’s quilting
practices to inform her pedagogical
practice. See Elsa Barkley Brown,
“African-American Women’s Quilting,”
Signs 14, no. 4 (1989): 921–29. I
am grateful to Jorella Andrews for
introducing me to this source.

threads, which are dyed and untied before being woven together.
In a warp ikat, the threads that are held in tension by the loom
are tied together before dying, and are sometimes doubled or
quadrupled to produce mirror images. In a weft ikat, the weft (the
thread drawn through the warp) is woven to produce a section of
cloth, which is then undone in order to measure the precise length
of thread, before it is dyed and woven again.8 I draw upon these
processes as methodological models for this text because the ikat

8 Jane L. Merritt et al., “Ikat,” Oxford

Art Online (Oxford University Press,
2009), https://doi.org/10.1093/
gao/9781884446054.article.
T084029.

problematizes any distinction between continuity and discontinuity.
Indeed, the continuous whole of the design is only possible through
the discontinuity of the warps, while the dying process often focuses
on the production of patterns through rendering negative, rather

9 Astri Wright, “‘Ikat’ as Metaphor for

‘Iban’: Women’s Creative, Ritual, and
Social Powers in ‘Borneo,’” in The
Transformative Power of Cloth in
Southeast Asia, ed. by Lynne Milgram
and Penny Van Esterik (Montreal: The
Canadian Asian Studies Association,
1994), 136. As Alice G. Guillermo
states, “The excellent bamboo
vessel, the fine ikat weave cannot
be abstracted from their context,
particularly from their social conditions
of production. What difficulties did the
T’boli weaver, for instance, suffer as
she wove the cloth under the threat of
being driven from her ancestral lands
by landgrabbers from the dominant
groups?” In Alice G. Guillermo,
“Introduction: Affirming ASEAN
Cultural Integrity in Art and Aesthetics,”
in The Aesthetics of ASEAN
Expressions: A Documentation of
the Second ASEAN Workshop,
Exhibition and Symposium on
Aesthetics, ed. by Nicanor G. Tiongson
and Jovenal D. Velasco (Manila:
ASEAN Committee on Culture and
Information, 1993), 5.

than positive space. The ikat also draws our attention to questions
of time and labor; it involves making and unmaking knots, weaving
and undoing, processes that are performed repetitively and with
calculated precision. Like the works in Ties of History, this labor
responds to and is undertaken within varied gendered, classed, and
ritualized contexts and these relations slip between the threads,
resonating within but not ever fully determining the “communicative
and emotive powers of the [ikat’s] visual or poetic metaphor.”9 Often,
the ideal ikat is not a clear image, but one in which the pattern blurs
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and bleeds.10 Thus, it is somewhere in between these processes, the

10 Merritt et al., “Ikat.”

weft and the warp, the mirror and the measurement, the ties and their
traces, that I offer a reading of the knots of Ties of History.

Knot 1: Painting
The first knot concerns questions of dimension. It is curious that
the ASEAN Mobile exhibitions specified, sometimes with significant
detail, both the medium and size of selected and submitted works.11
While we might frame these as merely practical concerns, this
attempt towards “standardization” also reinforces the critique that
in relying on each country to select their own artists, the exhibitions
lacked “extroverted” curatorial gestures that would “propose new
ways of seeing.”12 Moreover, the exhibitions’ focus on painting and
printmaking could also be perceived as a conservative decision that
reflected a refusal to engage with emergent installation, performance,
and other intermedia practices of the 1980s and 1990s.13 Indeed,

11 See ASEAN Exhibition of Painting,

Graphic Arts and Photography (exh.
cat.) (Bangkok: The National Gallery,
1981), 4.

12 T. K. Sabapathy, “Thoughts on ASEAN
Art [1985],” 237.

13 Or, as Sabapathy puts it, “The artworks
chosen for display are polite and
good-looking; cosmetically they are
pleasing but scratch them a little and
they are superficial and pretty empty.”
In Sabapathy, “The ASEAN Project:
Future or Bust [1993],” 265.

these two critiques appear interrelated for, as Patrick D. Flores
has shown, in the context of contemporary Southeast Asian art,
installative and performative forms demanded that the curator be
logistically and conceptually ingenuous.14

14 Patrick D. Flores, Past Peripheral:
Curation in Southeast Asia
(Singapore: National University of
Singapore Museum, 2008), 105.

Yet, there are points within the exhibitions’ catalogues, where these
binds are drawn into critical focus through a rendering of the negative
space that surrounds them. In the exhibition’s catalogue for its third
edition, the Philippines section included a reprint of Raymundo
R. Albano’s text, “Installations: A Case for Hangings,” in which he
argued that the “natural born” nature of installations contrasted
with the “alien intrusion of a two-dimensional western object like
a painting.”15 This was coupled with Albano’s introduction where,
rejecting his role as the national “spokesperson” for the Philippines

15 Raymundo R. Albano, “Installations:

A Case for Hangings.” Republished
in ASEAN Art Exhibition: Third
ASEAN Exhibition of Painting and
Photography (exh. cat.) (Manila:
ASEAN Committee on Culture and
Information, 1984), n.p.

section, he focused instead on the characteristics of “ASEAN art.”16
There is overlap between these two texts by Albano: both focus on
“folk mythology” and “local manipulation of materials” as ways to
bring forth a visual sense of cultural identity.17 Albano was not alone

16 Albano, “Introduction,” in ASEAN Art
Exhibition, n.p.

17 Ibid., n.p.
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in this regard, with other contributors similarly referencing practices
that did not fit easily into the exhibitions’ categories of “painting” or
“prints.” For instance, in his introduction to the Malaysian section for
the 1981 exhibition, Syed Ahmad Jamal referred to artistic projects
by Sulaiman Esa and Redza Piyadasa as examples of the “rejection of
18 Syed Ahmad Jamal, “Malaysian Art in
the Seventies,” in ASEAN Exhibition
of Painting, Graphic Arts and
Photography, 1.

19 Ibid., 2. My emphasis.

the age-old practice of easel-painting.”18 Additionally, he highlighted
Ruzaika Omar Basaree’s works in the exhibition as reflecting the
use of “actual situation, space, and materials with cultural context,
resulting in works with a heightened sense of medium, imbued with
mystical quality.”19
The word “mystical” in Jamal’s text—drawn from the title of Sulaiman
Esa and Redza Piyadasa’s exhibition Towards a Mystical Reality
(1974) and applied to Ruzaika Omar Basaree’s work—finds
resonance with Albano’s focus on “local” realities through the term’s
reference to the “inherently mental and conceptual attitude of Asia,

20 Simon Soon, “An Empty Canvas on

Which Many Shadows Have Fallen,”
in Narratives in Malaysian Art, Vol. 2:
Reactions – New Critical Strategies,
ed. by Hanim Khairuddin, Beverly Yong,
and T. K. Sabapathy (Kuala Lumpur:
Rogue Art, 2013), 64.

[that bears] no relation to the rationalism of the West.”20 These
gestures were not only symptoms of the anxieties surrounding the
continuity of tradition in the face of change, which clearly informed
the determination of exhibition themes such as, “Tradition as the
Source of Inspiration, Today and Tomorrow.”21 Instead, they might be

21 2nd ASEAN Symposium on Painting

and Photography: The ASEAN
Travelling Exhibition of Painting,
Photography and Children’s Art,
Brunei Darussalam, Indonesia,
Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore
and Thailand (exh. cat.) (Singapore:
ASEAN Committee on Culture and
Information, 1991), 2. Michelle
Antoinette has also identified similar
anxieties within the debates among
arts professionals from Southeast Asia
that took place as part of the ASEAN
art forums on aesthetics. Antoinette,
Reworlding Art History, 17.

seen as critiques of the Mobile exhibitions’ establishment of normative
categories for apprehending the “reality” of the region’s artistic
practice, formulated on the basis of national identity and medium. Yet,
the radicalism of these seemingly inconsequential statements does
not come from drawing a clear distinction between the “mystical”
and the “rational” but rather the ways in which these terms seep
underneath the ties designed to separate them.
Roberto Feleo’s practice becomes here the point at which we might
undo and reweave these threads through the weft of Ties of History.
In fact, the 1985 edition of the Mobile exhibition included several of
Feleo’s works from his sapin series including Kristong Patungong
Banahaw (1980), also exhibited in Ties of History. The inclusion of
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Roberto Feleo
Kristong Patungong Banahaw [detail]
1980
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these works in the Mobile exhibition’s ‘painting’ section is significant
as both an antagonism towards and expansion of the painting
medium. While Rodolfo Paras-Perez would emphasize Feleo’s
“painterly” use of color in Kristong, the work itself interrogated any
expectation of painting as consisting of either a rendering of depth
using linear perspective, or an emphasis of the work’s flatness
22 Rodolfo Paras-Perez, “Introduction to
the Philippines Participation,” in 4th
ASEAN Exhibition of Painting and
Photography (exh. cat.) (Singapore:
ASEAN Committee on Culture and
Information, 1985), n.p.

through abstraction.22 In Kristong, as in other works from this
series, plywood planks are layered upon one another. This creates
variegated planes that alternate between negative and positive
space, concealment and revelation. The question of depth and
surface is thus twice reversed: the flatness of the “painting” surface is
disturbed through the physical depth of the planks, while the depth of
perspective is replaced with a series of flat planes.
The subject matter of Kristong further underlines its deconstruction
of the categorical structures of knowledge upon which the Mobile
exhibitions were based. As Alice G. Guillermo outlines, the mountain
figured at the top of the work refers simultaneously to Mount
Banahaw, a holy mountain in southern Luzon, and Mount Golgotha,

23 Alice G. Guillermo, Image to Meaning:
Essays on Philippine Art (Manila:
Ateneo De Manila University Press,
2001), 124.

the site of Christ’s passion and crucifixion.23 Here, Christ’s body is
absorbed into the landscape as it is overlaid with panels stamped
with the shapes of leaves and flowers, while his head is cut in half by
an empty void that reveals overlapping twigs. This is an apt metaphor
for the spiritual significance of Mount Banahaw, a site which was,
in the 18th century, a refuge for various religious groups as well as
anti-colonial political revolutionaries. Writing in the 1990s, theologist
Fr. Vitaliano R. Gorospe described, “the numberless religious sects
at present [who] believe Mt Banahaw is the altar of brave Filipino
heroes like Jose Rizal, Andres Bonifacio, Emilio Aguinaldo, Gregorio

24 Vitaliano R. Gorospe, “Mount Banahaw:

The Power Mountain From Ritualism to
Spirituality,” Philippine Studies 40, no.
2 (1992): 207.

25 Ibid., 207.

del Pilar, Agapito Ilustrisimo, and Bernardo Carpio.”24 These groups
include the Watawat ng Lahi (Rizalistas), who “believe that Jose Rizal
is the Holy Spirit of the Trinity.”25 The analogies between spiritual
landscapes represented in Feleo’s Kristong, which include that of the
Bible and that of the national, confound questions of origination or
categorization as they are absorbed into each other.
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The manner in which Feleo’s sapin works simultaneously extrapolate
and exceed discourses of painting as well as notions of “origin” may
be retied to Savanhdary Vongpoothorn’s Three Ways (2008). This
work is ordered into a symmetrical grid through variations in the size
of perforations, which are produced from the canvas’ reverse side
with a soldering iron. The holes’ regular appearance is repeated
in their arrangement into gridded tiles, which are colored using
diagonal stripes. When placed in a series, these in turn come to
form diamond shapes. The viewer’s eye wanders across the surface,
replicating the undulating movement of the delicate lines that weave
irregularly between the perforations. The structure of the grid and
the lines that weave within it are, on the one hand, a replication of
Lao weaving practices through which the stasis of the warp allows
for the movement of the weft.26 On the other, these formal elements
produce a structure analogous to a mandala, a cosmological
diagram based on nested concentric circles. In Theravada Buddhism
the mandala is a microcosmic/macrocosmic structure of totality

26 See Savanhdary Vongpoothorn,

“Lifting Words, Floating Words,” in
Asia Through Art and Anthropology:
Cultural Translation Across Borders,
ed. by Fuyubi Nakamura, Morgan
Perkins, and Olivier Krischer (London:
Bloomsbury, 2013), 103.

and perfection that facilitates the co-existence of multiple universal
domains, which are endlessly situated within one another, while each
constituting its own totality. As Ashley Thompson has analyzed, this
structure facilitates a conceptual interchange between the individual
and the general, the divine and mundane, to the extent that one
contains the other.27
The mandala of Three Ways facilitates this interplay between the
micro and macro, boundedness and boundlessness. The optical

27 Ashley Thompson, “Angkor Revisited:

The State of Statuary,” in What’s the
Use of Art? Asian Visual and Material
Culture in Context, ed. by J. Mrazek
and M. Pitelka (Honolulu: University of
Hawaii Press, 2008), 186.

illusion produced through the work’s grid pattern is analogous to a
Rubin vase: the positive (figure) and negative spaces (ground) can
be endlessly exchanged depending on one’s perception. Moreover,
the grid pattern, although confined to the space of the canvas,
contains the potential for infinite replication. Following the logic of the
mandala, this structure problematizes distinctions between insides
and outsides, something which becomes relevant in relating the work
to Vongpoothorn’s “experience of growing up, living, and breathing
in Lao cultural, familial worlds and religious worlds, both in Laos

Right page:
Savanhdary Vongpoothorn
Three Ways [detail]
2008
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and in Australia.”28 Like the mandala, Vongpoothorn’s work contains
within it microcosms of these worlds, the patterns of the Australian
scribbly gum tree and the paths of nagas.29 At the same time, it is its
own universe that cannot be said to “constitute a fixed tradition of an
objectified sense of ‘culture.’”30

28 Vongpoothorn, “Lifting Words, Floating

Words,” 103. On the way in which the
mandala problematizes notions of
“insides” and “outsides,” see Ashley
Thompson, Engendering the Buddhist
State: Territory, Sovereignty and
Sexual Difference in the Inventions of
Angkor (Oxon: Routledge, 2016), 161.

29 The naga is a semi- or completely

divine serpent creature found in the
religious traditions of many South
Asian and Southeast Asian cultures.

Tie 2: Photography and Documentation

30 Vongpoothorn, “Lifting Words, Floating
Words,” 103.

I move on to another tie. Although the Mobile exhibitions’ focus on
painting appears logical, given the medium’s preeminent position in
national art education institutions in the region, the secondary focus
on photography is more unexpected. To greater or lesser degrees,
the status of photography as “art” in national art worlds in Southeast
Asia in the 1980s and 1990s was tenuous at best.31 Thus while the
exhibitions provided the medium with greater visibility, and arguably
more legitimacy, the discomfort of a number of art historians
and critics in writing about the photographs in these shows is
palpable. Some of their statements were dismissive, as exemplified
32

by Paras-Perez’s contention that “the problem of photography as
an art form is intrinsic to the medium: it is essentially a recording

31 For more on this see Zhuang Wubin,

Photography in Southeast Asia: A
Survey (Singapore: National University
of Singapore Press, 2016).

32 For the ways in which these exhibitions
impacted the legitimacy of artistic
photography in Thailand see Clare
Veal, “The Photographic Conditions
of Contemporary Thai Art,” Journal of
the Taipei Fine Arts Museum, no. 34
(2017).

mechanism.”33 Meanwhile, others were apologetic that photography
had not been taken seriously by national art institutions. For
instance, in the introduction to the Thai section for the exhibition’s
fourth edition, the author stated that the recognition of photography
as art was “long overdue.”

34

33 Rodolfo Paras-Perez, “Introduction to
the Philippines Participation,” n.p.

34 [Anonymous], “Introduction on the

Collection: Bangkok, Thailand,” in 4th
ASEAN Exhibition of Painting and
Photography, n.p.

My interest in the knot of photography does not so much concern
the medium itself, although changes in attitudes towards its artistic
status across the exhibition’s editions would be a useful direction for
future enquiry. Rather, the question here is why was it included at
all? The answer might be found in the instruction that photographic
submissions should include content that “relate[s] to the lifestyle and
environment of the ASEAN member countries.” Photography here
35

35 “Regulations Concerning Photographs,”
in ASEAN Exhibition of Painting,
Graphic Arts and Photography, 4.

2
36 Kusnadi, “Various Styles in

Contemporary Indonesian Art,” in
ASEAN Exhibition of Painting,
Graphic Arts and Photography, 46.

37 ASEAN Exhibition of Painting,

Graphic Arts and Photography, 3.

38 Raymundo R. Albano, “Introduction,”

n.p. This was certainly not the case
in every instance. For example, in
the Thailand section of the 1985
exhibition, the author discussed
several stylistic categories for the
exhibited photographs including,
“Realism, Surrealism, Formalism,
Non-objective work, and Conceptually
Oriented Work.” See “Introduction on
the Collection: Bangkok, Thailand,” n.p.
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becomes documentary to the extent that it was tasked with “reflecting
the realistic side of life.”36 Its role was to facilitate the achievement
of one of the exhibition’s original aims, “to provide a glimpse
of the culture of each Member Country.”37 This was frequently
accomplished by downplaying the stylistic or formal qualities of
selected photographs, a fact that led Albano to conclude that, “If
there is an attempt at defining ASEAN photography, it is most likely
that it would be along the subject matter in the pictures.”38
Understanding this knot as constituted by photography’s relationship
to the “documentary” implicates categories of knowledge and the
ways in which these are constituted through (in)visibility. These
knots are untied and tied in Vuth Lyno’s Thoamada I (2012), for
which the artist worked with a cultural facilitator in a workshop for
men who have sex with men (MSM). The term MSM is important
here as it responds to cultural sensitivities in the Cambodian context
by shifting focus away from the term “gay” as a designation of

39 Vuth Lyno, “Artist’s Talk,” Ties of

History: Art in Southeast Asia, 11
August 2018.

sexual identity.39 The workshop is represented in Ties of History
in a series of portraits of the participants, photographed against a
white background. These photographs conform to the conventions

40 The most obvious example of this

would be photographs in passports
or national identity cards which
aim to identify the subject both as
an individual and as a citizen of a
particular nation-state. This reading
is informed by my knowledge that
Vuth completed his MA thesis under
the supervision of John Tagg, whose
theorization of these “disciplinary”
dimensions of photography is widely
cited. See John Tagg, The Disiplinary
Frame: Photographic Truths and the
Capture of Meaning (Minneapolis:
The Regents of the University of
Minnesota, 2009), 29–38. In the
Thai context, the situation is slightly
different given the prevalence of
extreme digital manipulation, which is
used in order to enhance the subject’s
appearance in photographs used for
identity cards.

of identification photographs, which aim to emphasize difference
through comparability, while also assigning to the individual a
subject position as part of a series.40 However, a neat association
between knowledge and visibility is complicated through the paint
that obscures the identity of the photographs’ subjects. Individuality
is here represented, but only through the collaboration (and implicit
consent) of the subject in choosing the manner in which he will be
presented through the face paint. The situation is further complicated
through the display of the photographs hanging from the ceiling in a
circular formation. The audience here has a choice: to observe the
men from the outside, or to enter the circle and become part of the
group. In this way, the work functions to deconstruct the binaries
between producer/produced, observed/observer. Yet we might also
consider how the different subject positions of the audience come
into play here. Given the fact that the subjects of the photographs are
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Vuth Lyno
Thoamada I [installation]
2011
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Chris Chong Chan Fui
Botanic [installation]
2013
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all men, the experience of entering the circle might oscillate between
solidarity and/or confrontation depending on one’s own position.
Chris Chong Chan Fui’s work also concerns issues of visual
documentation and its relationship to knowledge. His Botanic (2013)
series, adopts the modality of botanic drawing, which is used to
produce taxonomies of plants to facilitate their scientific identification.
Like photography, botanic drawing is often tasked with representing
‘reality’ in an objective manner, although this does not mean that
these practices have remained stylistically static. In the context of
Southeast Asia, both botanical drawing and photography formed part
of the colonial apparatus as documentary tools that facilitated the
overseas administration of the region.41 Historian Kwa Chong Guan
has outlined William Farquhar’s, the first Resident and Commandant
of the East India Company settlement of Singapore, enthusiasm for
botanical drawing. As he explains, Farquhar commissioned Chinese

41 On the role of photography in this

process, see Rosalind C. Morris,
“Introduction,” in Photographies East:
The Camera and Its Histories in East
and Southeast Asia, ed. by Rosalind
C. Morris (Durham, London: Duke
University Press, 2009), 1–28.

artists, recruited from Guangzhou to undertake these drawings,
although the artists’ unfamiliarity with linear perspective meant that
their works often appeared “flat” or “stiff” from the perspective of their
British commissioners.42 This one brief example lays bare the ways
in which the “artificiality” of the naturalized conventions of botanical
drawing became apparent through their incorrect application. It is
from this perspective that one may apprehend Chong’s work with its
obvious inaccuracies in scale, and the falsity of its source material
which comprises plastic as opposed to real flowers.
The question of documentation moves in a different direction in
Amanda Heng’s work. At the risk of stating the obvious, as an
artist who works primarily in performance, photographic or video
documentation plays a key role in the manner in which Heng’s work
appears in exhibitions and art history. However, documentations
of Heng’s performances are not merely recordings whose content
might be “objectively” apprehended. Take for example, Dear Mother
(2009), a series of photographs representing moments of physical

42 Kwa Chong Guan, “The 19th Century

‘Origins’ of Singapore Art,” in Charting
Thoughts: Essays on Art in Southeast
Asia, ed. by Low Sze Wee and Patrick
D. Flores (Singapore: National Gallery
of Singapore, 2017), 35.
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2009
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touch between Heng and her mother. Given that the photographs
do not reveal the faces of their subjects, we can only surmise their
identity through the photographs’ coupling with a text that comprises
a written plea from daughter to mother.43 The photographic subjects
are thus not identified by their faces, but other body parts: wrinkled
hands on younger skin. The images represent a familial encounter
where physical contact exceeds the limits of spoken and written
language, as well as the cultural contexts from which this language
emerges.44 However, while the touch between mother and daughter

43 This series also includes a number of

photographs that do show the faces of
Heng and her mother, which were not
displayed as part of Ties of History.
See Ushiroshoji Masahiro, “Looking for
Channels of Hope: ‘Another Woman’
of 1999,” in Speak to Me, Walk with
Me (exh. cat.), ed. by Michelle Ho
(Singapore: Singapore Art Museum,
2011), 69–83.

44 Adele Tan, “She and Her Mother’s

Tongue: Touching on Amanda Heng,”
in Amanda Heng: Speak to Me, Walk
with Me, 61.

aims to evoke an affective relationship beyond language, the viewing
of this act through photographs undergirds the manner in which the
resultant image comes to be re-signified. This fact is emphasized in
the context of Ties of History through the curatorial choice to display
these life-sized images alongside Her Identity (1991), a postcard
composed of a series of close-up photographs of the artist’s body
alongside a text that interrogates the signifier of ‘woman’ and its
association with body parts and gendered roles. Following Amelia
Jones, I would argue that this coupling makes explicit the double
displacement of the artist’s body (and self) as the “origin” of the work,
exposing the body’s “supplementarity” and the “role of representation
in momentarily securing its meanings through visible codes signaling
gender, race and other social markers.”45
45 Amelia Jones, “‘Presence’ in Absentia:
Experiencing Performance as
Documentation,” Art Journal 56, no. 4
(Winter 1997): 14.

Tie 3: Development
And so, I come to the final tie, which remains un-final in the sense
that it mirrors the point at which I began. This mirroring possesses a
counter-movement, found in the emphasis placed on “development”
in the Mobile exhibitions. The consistent presence of this ideological
aim seems to reflect the cooption of art for the purposes of economic
development and diplomacy, a fact that has (rightly) formed the basis
of critiques of these exhibitions.46 At the same time, perceptible in the
writings of various artists, art critics, and historians who participated

46 See, for example, Apinan

Poshyananda, “The Future: Post-Cold
War, Postmodernism, Postmarginalia
(Playing with Slippry Lubricants),” in
Tradition and Change: Contemporary
Art of Asia and the Pacific, ed. by
Caroline Turner (Brisbane: University of
Queensland Press, 1993), 10.
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Amanda Heng
Her Identity
1991
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in or wrote for the exhibitions is a sense of hope or anticipation, a
sense of region in the making. T. K. Sabapathy’s comments in 1985
are here indicative,

By adopting generative approaches, the ASEAN Exhibition can be a theatre in
which the stories of modern art in the region can be dramatized vivaciously, and with
haunting value. It can be a continually unfolding epic, perpetually in the making.47
Rather than viewing Sabapathy’s statements here as the solidification
of a goal that was never achieved, I wish to suspend this moment

47 Sabapathy, “Thoughts on ASEAN Art
[1985],” 237.

above and below the notion of “development” in the discussion of the
following artists.
A critique of discourses of ‘development’ is clear in Yasmin Jaidin’s
Field Series (2018), a site-specific work installed for Ties of
History on the steps of the Vargas Museum. The shape of the three
“fields” recall three islands off the Brunei coast. Two of these are
uninhabited and “undeveloped,” one is the site of an oil refinery run
by a Chinese company. As the grass grows on the dirt mounds,
different experiences of time are contrasted. The grass “develops,”
proliferating as a potential weed in the rainforest environment in
which it is displayed. And yet, its existence is precarious, subject to
potential destruction at the exhibition’s conclusion.
In a similar vein, Jedsada Tangtrakulwong’s Border (2014) visualizes
the form of various provinces and states within Thailand, Myanmar,
Cambodia, Laos, and Malaysia as precariously assembled stacks of
orange carpet. The work pictures the region as an “exploding galaxy,”
in the process of un-forming and re-forming. I use the term “exploding
galaxy” here to evoke David Medalla’s organization of the same
name, established in 1967, as well as Flores’ detailed theorization
of the term.48 The work is thus not simply an assertion of particularity
in the face of the general, but the anticipation of “a constellation
of extensive localities that recasts, or even dissipates inveterate

48 Patrick D. Flores, “Towards a Lexicon

of Inclinations: Words Forming Worlds
in Southeast Asia,” Asian Diasporic
Visual Cultures and the Americas, no.
3 (2017): 48–9.
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Yasmin Jaidin
Field Series
2018
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Jedsada Tangtrakulwong
Border
2014

2
49 Ibid., 49.
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categories like the ‘national’ or the ‘global.’”49 The immanence that
the work imbues is one of potential violence and destruction; as
the audience enters and exits the space they are forced to become
aware of their physical position in relation to the stacks, producing
a relationship with the work that is characterized by anxiety. Yet
such a fear might be, in actuality, unsubstantiated. If we are able to
undertake the difficult task of abandoning notions of the artwork’s
“permanence,” we come to understand that if the stacks are knocked
over they can be reformed and reconstituted into new configurations.
It is also this moment, somewhere between formation and
destruction, that is approximated in Do Hoang Tuong’s Two Dogs
(2012). Here, a figure with elongated legs emerges from a dark
landscape. His face is merely a dark hole, rendered by circular
brushstrokes. He is flanked by two dogs and although their faces
are similarly obscured, slight indications of their eyes confront the
viewer with menace. It is not clear if they are figure’s protectors,
or his tormentors. This ambivalence is reflected in the manner
in which the figures are produced; their shapes are not formed
through their positive rendering but instead in a process of carving
through the application of paint in the work’s negative space.
Through this, absence, emptiness, and erasure come to replace
presence and “production.”
While Tuong’s work excavates a primal sense of terror in the face of
nothingness, the question of stasis and absence in Min Thein Sung’s
Restroom (2008-2010) instead evokes a sense of equanimity. The
work comprises a sculptural toilet, positioned in front of a series of
landscape images, that appear sequentially on a screen. Surrounding
these are photographs of the toilet in various natural and domestic
locations, devoid of human life. The inclusion of the toilet as art

50 On analogies and dissimilarities

between Min Thein Sung’s Restroom
and Duchamp’s Fountain, see Isabel
Ching, “Art from Myanmar: Possibilities
of Contemporaneity?,” Third Text 25,
no. 4 (2011): 444.

object in some ways recalls Marcel Duchamp’s Fountain, yet at the
same time the object’s construction out of paper evokes a sense of
fragility not found in the former. While both these works are devoid
of “use-value,” this is for different reasons.50 For Min Thein Sung,
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Do Hoang Tuong
Two Dogs
2012

the restroom recalls a space of repose outside the demands of his
restaurant job.51 It is a space in which the demands of productivity
gives way to an evacuation of time, a no-time that is absent/present in
the photograph, a single moment that stretches until eternity.
It has been my intention here to avoid approaching the knots of
Ties of History and the Mobile exhibitions as either successions
or new beginnings. Rather, I have attempted to hold this question
in suspension, undoing and redoing the knots, examining their
seepages and patterns. And in doing so, I hope to move towards
Flores’ curatorial gesture in Ties of History, in understanding artistic

51 Min Thien Sung, “Artist’s Talk,” Ties of
History: Art in Southeast Asia, 11
August 2018.
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Min Thein Sung
Restroom
2008-2010

practices as “emerging from situations of constant forming.” I sense
this pregnant moment of “formation” as the time of childhood,
looking up at the dappled light of the sun through the leaves of a
giant tree, as represented in Anusapati’s Shadow Series (2017). It
Clare Veal is a lecturer in the MA

is the time standing in front of this artist’s Sound of Silence (1998),

Asian Art Histories program at

imagining the sound that might emerge from the drum, the way its

LASALLE College of the Arts,

reverberations might mirror the curves of the wood that supports it. It

Singapore. She undertakes research

is a music that does not have to be heard.

on Southeast Asian photography, art
and visual culture, with a particular
focus on Thailand.
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Anusapati
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Anusapati
Sound of Silence [detail]
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Object List
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METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF MANILA
Anusapati

Chris Chong Chan Fui

Roberto Feleo

Plantscape
Indian Sandalwood trees and
silverplated leaves
2018

Botanic
PIT#1 Hibiscus Rosa
Sinensis (Bunga Raya)
Digital print on paper
2013

Bakunawa ng Gabi
Glass, copper, ground
eggshells on sawdust and
glue mix, on cardboard and
on cut and formed aluminum
expander sheets
2002

Artist’s Collection

Artist’s Collection
Botanic
PIT#7 S Nymphoides Indica
(Lotus)
Digital print on paper
2013
Artist’s Collection
Botanic
PIT#8 S Paeonia Lactiflora
(Peony)
Digital print on paper
2013
Artist’s Collection
Botanic
PIT#12 Bromelia Tilandsia
(Bromelia Pineapple Flower)
Digital print on paper
2013
Artist’s Collection
Botanic
PIT#14 S Orientalis
(Horsetail)
Digital print on paper
2013
Artist’s Collection
Botanic
PIT#19 Ophrys Sphegodes
(Spider Orchid)
Digital print on paper
2013
Artist’s Collection

Collection of Cesar Villalon, Jr.
Bukidnon Creation Myth
Raw sawdust and glue mix on
modeled aluminum expander,
brass
2005
Collection of Renato Santos
Bukidnon Myth in the Eyes of
a Tourist
Found objects, wood and
bamboo installation
2008
Artist’s Collection
Babaylan
Acrylic on sawdust and
white glue mix on modelled
aluminum expander
2016
Collection of Renato Santos
Birhen ng Laoag
Acrylic on sawdust and
white glue mix on modelled
aluminum expander
2016
Artist’s Collection
Magdalo Magdiwang
Acrylic on sawdust and
white glue mix on modelled
aluminum expander
2016
Artist’s Collection

Pedro Almazan, King of Ilocos
Acrylic on sawdust and
white glue mix on modelled
aluminum expander
2016
Artist’s Collection
Ayun!
Acrylic on sawdust and
white glue mix on modelled
aluminum expander
2017
Collection of Remigio I. David

3
Amanda Heng
Singirl in Dresden
Digital projection of
performance
2000
Artist’s Collection
Singirl Objects 1, 2, 3
Modified batik and military
uniforms
2009-2011
Artist’s Collection
Singirl Revisits: BT Brown
Photograph
2011
Artist’s Collection
Singirl Revisits: Carnival
Salon
Photograph
2011
Artist’s Collection
Singirl Revisits: Chinese
Medical Shop
Photograph
2011
Artist’s Collection
Singirl Revisits: Long Fu
Coffee
Photograph
2011
Artist’s Collection
Singirl Revisits: Mama Store
Photograph
2011
Artist’s Collection

Singirl Revisits: Provision
Shop
Photograph
2011
Artist’s Collection
Singirl Revisits: Railway
Photograph
2011
Artist’s Collection
Singirl Revisits: Sungei Road
Market
Photograph
2011
Artist’s Collection

Yasmin Jaidin
Collection of Personal Items
(object 1)
Sugar, string and coated in
resin
2017
Artist’s Collection
Collection of Personal Items
(object 2)
Sugar, string and coated in
resin
2017
Artist’s Collection
Collection of Personal Items
(object 3)
Sugar, string and coated in
resin
2017
Artist’s Collection
Collection of Personal Items
(object 5)
Sugar, string and coated in
resin
2017
Artist’s Collection
Collection of Personal Items
(object 7)
Sugar, string and coated in
resin
2017
Artist’s Collection
Collection of Personal Items
(object 8)
Sugar coated in resin
2017
Artist’s Collection
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Collection of Personal Items
(object 9)
Sugar coated in resin, string
2017
Artist’s Collection
Cotton Sculpture 1
Cotton, silver
2018
Artist’s Collection
Cotton Sculpture 2
Cotton, ceramics
2018
Artist’s Collection
Cotton Sculpture 3
Cotton, ceramics, rubber,
metal
2018
Artist’s Collection
Cotton Sculpture 4
Cotton, gold, electronics
2018
Artist’s Collection
Cotton Sculpture 5
Cotton, electronics
2018
Artist’s Collection
Cotton Sculpture 6
Cotton, glass, water
2018
Artist’s Collection
Cotton Sculpture 7
Cotton, canvas, oil paint,
acrylic, paper, ink
2018
Artist’s Collection
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Cotton Sculpture 8
Medium cotton, glass, plastic,
paper
2018
Artist’s Collection
Cotton Sculpture 9
Medium cotton, textiles
2018
Artist’s Collection
Cotton Sculpture 10
Cotton, ceramics
2018
Artist’s Collection
Cotton Sculpture 11
Cotton, glass, plastic
2018
Artist’s Collection
Cotton Sculpture 12
Cotton, leather, rubber
2018
Artist’s Collection
Cotton Sculpture 13
Cotton, plastic, wood
2018
Artist’s Collection

Min Thein Sung

Jedsada Tangtrakulwong

Do Hoang Tuong

Another Realm (Gun)
Cloth
2012-2013

Dipterocarpus spp. and other
trees in Roi-Et, Thailand
Archival pigment print on
Hahnemühle photo rag fine
art paper
2010-2013

Flower Head 1
Acylic on canvas
2016

Artist’s Collection

Flower Head 2
Acylic on canvas
2016

Artist’s Collection

Cut Down Tree
Digital video
2010
Artist’s Collection
Indian Devil Trees at
Mahasarakham University
Video slide show
2012
Artist’s Collection
Downfall
Metal and wood
2013
Collection of Reinhart Frais
Downfall Drawings
Ink on paper
2018
Artist’s Collection

Artist’s Collection

Artist’s Collection
Flower Head 3
Acylic on canvas
2016
Artist’s Collection
Untitled
Acylic, image transfer on
canvas
2016
Collection of Cuc Gallery
Untitled
Acylic on canvas
2016
Artist’s Collection
Evening News
Oil on canvas
2018
Artist’s Collection

3
Savanhdary Vongpoothorn

Vuth Lyno

Rama was a Migrant I
Pigment and ink on woven
mulberry paper
2015

Thoamada I
Photograph
2011

Courtesy of the Artist and
Martin Browne Contemporary,
Sydney
Rama was a Migrant II
Pigment and ink on woven
mulberry paper
2016

0

Artist’s Collection
Thoamada II
Photograph
2013
Artist’s Collection

Courtesy of the Artist and
Martin Browne Contemporary,
Sydney
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VARGAS MUSEUM
Anusapati

Roberto Feleo

My House (Rumahku)
Wood
1994

Sapin-sapin (cabinet)
Acrylic on wood
1979

Artist’s Collection

Collection of Anita Feleo

Sound of Silence
Wood, leather
1998

Darna’s Fortress of Solitude
Acrylic on carved wood and
plain wood, acrylic emulsion
on textured glass
1987

Artist’s Collection
Object #23
Teak wood, reeds
2004
Artist’s Collection
The Birth #2
Wood
2005
Artist’s Collection
A Piece of Memory
Bronze
2012
Artist’s Collection

Collection of Cecil L. Feleo
Urna ng Ikalawang Pagdating
Acrylic on glass and wood
and sawdust and glue, beaten
brass
1988
Collection of Cesar Jun
Villalon, Jr.
Urna ng Unang Pagdating
Acrylic on glass and wood and
sawdust and glue, beaten
brass
1988
Collection of Cesar Jun
Villalon, Jr.

Ang Kristong Peklatin
Acrylic on sawdust on wood
carving
2009
Private Collection
Meybuyan
Vitrina
2009

Amanda Heng
Walking the Stool
Digital video documentation of
live performance
(15-20 minutes)
1999-2000
Artist’s Collection

Artist’s Collection
Tuglibong
Vitrina
2009
Artist’s Collection
Yasmin Jaidin
Ang Dilubyo ng Bola
Sawdust and glue mix on
expander, acrylic on sawdust
and glue mix, found objects,
acrylic on wood
2012

Field Series
Grass, installation, wooden
frames
2018
Artist’s Collection

Collection of Remigio I. David
Babaylan
Acrylic on ground eggshell
2016
Private Collection

Diwatang Magbaba-ya
Erased poster color on wood,
acrylic on glass, acrylic on
sawdust and glue, lacquer on
wood
1990
Collection of Anita Feleo
Chris Chong Chan Fui
Kolam/Pool
Digital video
2008
Courtesy of Chan + Hori
Contemporary and the Artist

Tree of Life
Acrylic on sawdust and white
glue, engraving on beaten
brass, found objects
2003
Collection of Anita Feleo

Min Thein Sung
A Memory of Green
Digital video (15 minutes)
2012
Artist’s Collection

3
Jedsada Tangtrakulwong

Savanhdary Vongpoothorn

Border
Ribbed carpet
2014

Three Ways
Acrylic on perforated canvas
2008

Artist’s Collection

Collection of the Artist and
Niagara Galleries, Melbourne

0

Naga Cities (II)
Acrylic on rice paper and
fabric scrolls
2016
Collection of the Artist and
Niagara Galleries, Melbourne

Do Hoang Tuong
Portrait
Acrylic on canvas
2016
Collection of Cuc Gallery
Untitled
Acrylic on canvas
2016
Collection of Cuc Gallery
Untitled
Acrylic on canvas
2016
Collection of Cuc Gallery
Untitled
Acrylic on canvas
2016
Collection of Cuc Gallery

Vuth Lyno
25
Three-channel projection
2018
Artist’s Collection
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YUCHENGCO MUSEUM
Anusapati

Roberto Feleo

Shadow Series #12
Charcoal on paper
2017

Patricia
Acrylic on linen, white glue,
canvas
1978

Artist’s collection
Rubber Plantation Series #2
Charcoal on paper
2018
Artist’s collection

Collection of Anita Feleo
Deus et Patrius
Acrylic on wood
1979
Collection of Anita Feleo
Hanggang Pier
Acrylic on canvas mounted
on wood
1979
Collection of Tony Lorenzo

Aklasang Basi
Acrylic on carved and painted
wood
2006
Collection of Mol Fernando
Pinteng
Wood
[Undated]
Collection of Tony Lorenzo

Amanda Heng
Her Identity
Postcard
1991
Artist’s collection
Dear Mother
Photographs, vinyl text
2009
Artist’s collection
II Walked from the South to
the North (claps) and
I Walked from the South to
the North (an hour a day)
Silkscreen print on paper
2018
Artist’s collection

Malantik’s Pintado
Wood, paper doily
1980
Collection of Anita Feleo
Kristong Patungong Banahaw
Acrylic on carved wood and
canvas, found objects
1980
Chris Chong Chan Fui
Percy’s Flowers
Color photo prints, Giclee on
Epson Premium Photo Lustre
2018
Artist’s collection

Collection of Tony Lorenzo
Retablo ng Pangkaraniwang
Santo
Engraving on glass and
copper, carved old wood,
acrylic on carved and plain
wood, found objects
1986
Collection of Mol Fernando

Yasmin Jaidin
Salty like it’s 1999
Brunei sea salt, lime, cloth,
plates
2018
Artist’s Collection

3
Min Thein Sung

Do Hoang Tuong

Savanhdary Vongpoothorn

Restroom
Papier-mâché toilet, digital
video, photographs printed on
sintra board
2008-2010

The Dog (Man and Dog)
Acrylic on canvas
2012

Naga Cities (I)
Acrylic on rice paper and
fabric scrolls
2016

Collection of the Osage
Gallery

Collection of Cuc Gallery
Two Dogs
Acrylic and oil on canvas
2012
Collection of Cuc Gallery
Man Lying
Acrylic and oil on canvas
2014
Collection of Cuc Gallery

1

Collection of the Artist and
Niagara Galleries, Melbourne
Bhud (I)
Acrylic on perforated canvas
2017
Collection of the Artist and
Niagara Galleries, Melbourne
Bhud (III)
Acrylic on perforated canvas
2017
Collection of the Artist and
Niagara Galleries, Melbourne

Jedsada Tangtrakulwong

Vuth Lyno

Deserted Buildings
Manga with cut-out pages
2008

Rise and Fall
Metal, wood, sound
2012

Artist’s collection

Artist’s Collection
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The Museums
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1

METROPOLITAN MUSEUM
OF MANILA
The MET, as it is more commonly
known, was originally built in 1976 as a
venue for international art exhibitions,
aimed at expanding the exposure of
Filipinos to the visual arts of foreign
cultures while enhancing cultural
diplomacy. In 1986, it redefined its
vision towards cultivating local pride in
the Filipinos’ own cultural and artistic
heritage primarily represented by the
Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP)
valuable collections of gold, pottery,
and art.
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VARGAS MUSEUM
The Jorge B. Vargas Museum and
Filipiniana Research Center is a
modern and contemporary art museum
at the University of the Philippines,
Diliman, Quezon City.
Opened to the public in 1987, the
museum aims to preserve the art
collection and archives donated by
Jorge B. Vargas, UP alumnus and the
Philippines’ first Executive Secretary
during the American Commonwealth
period.
The museum has an active
contemporary art program that
harnesses its modern art, archives, and
library collections from the late 19th
century until the post-war era.
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YUCHENGCO MUSEUM
The Yuchengco Museum opened its
doors to the public in September
2005. Its primary goal is to foster a
greater public appreciation of art
through the finest international, as
well as local, cultural, historical,
and design exhibits and programs.
Located in Makati, the heart of Metro
Manila’s financial district, the Museum
sees itself as a “forum” of exchange,
debate, and education.
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and advocate of education in the
Philippines and beyond.
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Works by Amanda Heng and Roberto Feleo at the Metropolitan Museum of Manila.
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Savanhdary Vongpoothorn
Rama was a Migrant I [detail]
2015

Singirl Objects 3 [detail]
2009-2011
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Anusapati
Object #23
2004

